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The market for sexual health and wellness is growing constantly.

Sensuva is a company that has already been successful in this

field for a long time. Company mastermind Tony Santoro

 presents the latest products and collections in our interview.

Couples products are popular. Not surprising, considering

the experiences you can share with your partner. 

Lawrence Mark and Michael Basset have developed a

product for couples, aptly named Lovers' Dream.

What do Stephen Hawking, Whitney Houston, and liquorice have

in common? Not a lot, but they  all play an important role in

our latest edition of “Monthly Mayhem“. Confused? We'll let

Emma Podmore, the PR and Marketing Manger of Net1on1,

do the explaining.

Teddy Love is a cross between a teddy bear

and a vibrator. That description alone should

be incentive enough to read the interview

with Wendy Adams.

Where to put the dildo? When you use it, that question is

 easily answered, but what about after? Deborah Semer 

from Passionate Playground has come up with a solution: 

the Joyboxx.

Page 94 Page 108

Page 76

Page 122

Page 54
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C O N T E N T

Europe, Australia, Canada, South Africa – even as 2014

wound down, The Screaming O finalised several important

distribution agreements with distributors in all of the 

aforementioned territories.  

From the inflatable version to custom-made products – there

are many shades of quality when it comes to sex dolls. We

 interviewed Kristel Cracco from Silicone Sex Dolls, a company

that focusses on the upper end of the quality spectrum.
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F lensburg,  Germany -  The exc lus ive love toy  innovat ion 

WAVER i s  now avai lable  as  the Masturbator  WAVER MEN. 

This  wor ld 's  f i r s t  patented WAVER-Technology masturbator

wi th  i t s  grooved lus t  tunnel  pulsates  wi th  i t s  sensat ional  

wave-massage-technology so that the penis gets intensively

massaged on both s ides.

A world's first at ORION: 
WAVER MEN

It also comes with three massage

speeds and the direction can be

changed, in order to increase the

pleasurable stimulation. Different co-

loured LEDs indicate each specific

function. They are rechargeable

thanks to the included charger (with

plug). The silicone inserts can be 

removed for cleaning. Complete

length approx. 23 cm, penetration

depth approx. 12 cm, Ø outer 9 cm,

Ø inner 3.5 cm. Material: silicone, ABS.

The WAVER MEN is available in three

different designs (mouth, vagina and

anus): WAVER MEN “Mouth“, item

Number 0580627 0000 retail value:

€ 139,-. WAVER MEN “Anus“, item

Number 0580635 0000, retail value:

€ 139,-. WAVER MEN “Vagina“, item

Number 0576263 0000, retail value:

€ 139,-.

Treat yourself with Jelly Gems 
Almere, The Nether-

lands - Diamonds

used to be a girl’s best

friend, until she disco-

vered the beautiful Jelly

Gems by Pipedream.

The ready-to-order collection contains

15 different pleasure providers inclu-

ding several Rabbit vibes, a powerful

bullet and deliciously ribbed vibrators.

Made from super-squishy TPE, all the

soft vibes of Jelly Gems are phtha-

late-free, waterproof, and completely

body-safe. The Jelly Gems are avai-

lable in three different colors: pink,

purple and blue. 

A highlight of the col-

lection is the NO 13

Rabbit Vibe Jelly

Gem. It lets the user

choose a speed by

using the multi-speed

dial at the base and whisks her away

with its whisper-quiet vibrations. Not

only will she enjoy explosive stimulation

thanks to the bunny's fluttering ears,

but the entire shaft offers intense

 vibrations as well! With one bullet in

the clit stimulator and a separate

 bullet in the tip, she'll experience the

most intense, most incredible orgasm

she has ever imagined!

Three designs are available

N E W S

letter

from the editor
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Magazines and newspapers with a
monthly publishing schedule can't
always keep up with the latest de-
velopments, and EAN is no excep-
tion. When the first issue of 2015
went into print, it was a few days
before Christmas. Back then, it see-
med as if the world might actually
be becoming a little less violent, or
maybe it was just wishful thinking,
the hope for peace and solutions
to all the conflicts that are brewing
across the world. Under that impres-
sion, we used the editorial of issue
01/2015 to wish our readers a
happy new year, and we wonde-
red how things would develop in
the erotic market in 2015. Now, af-
ter the atrocious terror attacks of
Paris, that seems terribly trivial. The
events of the world had overtaken
us. Of course, EAN is not a political
magazine, but we are a part of the
European media landscape –
maybe not the biggest, maybe not
the most significant, but a part of it
nonetheless. This makes us a distant
relative of Charlie Hebdo and the
team behind the satirical maga-
zine. And it is all the more important
to us to address this topic because
we support freedom of speech
and the freedom of the press with
every fibre of our beings. Often, we
take those rights for granted, but
the assault on the Charlie Hebdo
offices shows that we have to de-
fend these values when they come
under attack.
As we mourn for the victims of this
terrorist act, we would like to express
our condolences to the families
and friends of the victims, and we
want to express our solidarity with
the French people. Nous sommes
Charlie.

That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl 

Dear Ladies 
and Gentlemen

EAN_02-15_08-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  27.01.15  15:48  Seite 1
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N E W S

Chatswor th, USA - In a per fect bookend to a whir lwind week of industr y events,  Pipedream

was honored at the 2015 XBIZ Awards with two accolades just  24 hours af ter receiving the

Free Speech Coali t ion Award for Pleasure Products Company of the Year.

Pipedream Rocks 2015 XBIZ Awards

Unlike anything in the fetish

market, the unique Fetish

Fantasy Series Lube Wrestling

Ring was recognized as Fetish

Pleasure Product of the Year. The

manufacturer also scored the

prestigious Progressive Pleasure

Products Company of the Year

Award. “I would like to thank XBIZ for their continued

support and recognition, as well as my phenomenal

Flensburg, Germany - Sexy role-play is becoming more

popular – and not just during the carnival period! That is

why ORION Wholesale has expanded its already extensive

selection: Whether it’s a saucy nurse that gets your heart

racing, a sexy vampire, a purring kitty, a hot police

woman, a revealing nun or a sweet

bunny – fantasies will have no boun-

daries! All outfits are high quality and

made with thought and care in every

detail. They are available in promotional

packaging under the “Cottelli Collection”

label. The “Wigged Love” wigs are per-

fect for finishing off the transformation

and are becoming more and more

popular: Whether it’s playful Lolita, a

platinum blonde or a sensual seduct-

ress with long, black hair – wigs

 emphasise and change the look. 

All “Wigged Love” wigs are available in

promotional packaging as well.

Manufacturer Snags Fetish Product & Progressive Company of the Year Awards

High quality outfits 
for sexy role-play

Dream Team for all of their hard

work,” said Chairman and CEO

Nick Orlandino. “I am proud 

of what Pipedream has

 accomplished in the last year,

and winning Progressive Pleasure

Products Company of the Year

only inspires us to work even harder. 

Pipedream will continue to set the industry standard

and lead the way in product innovation.”

ORION Wholesale has expanded its already extensive

selection of outfits for sexy role-play

EAN_02-15_08-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  27.01.15  15:48  Seite 2
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St Albans, England - Star t ing off 2015 with a crack of the

whip, St Albans based distributor Net 1on1 Wholesale has ta-

ken delivery of the brand new Limited Edition, Fif ty Shades of

Grey Red Room Collection.

Fifty Shades of Grey Red Room 
Collection Arrives at Net 1on1 Wholesale

LELO Tops XBIZ Awards

This bespoke, luxury bondage col-

lection comprises of a Riding Crop,

Cane, Flogger, Paddle, Wrist Cuffs, An-

kle Cuffs, Hog Tie, Spreader Bar, Blind-

fold, and Mouth Gag, with all items

featuring embossed leather swing

tags of the ‘Fifty Shades of Grey’ logo

in bronze ink, and are supplied with a

branded drawstring bag for discreet

storage. Designed exclusively by aut-

hor E L James, the collection is strictly

limited edition, and will be released

in time for the Feature Film to hit the

cinemas before Valentines Day this

year. Customers can also benefit from

POS and marketing materials from Net

1on1, enabling both online and of-

fline customers to generate interest

and exposure in the lead up to the

films release. This new addition sends

the total number for Official Fifty Sha-

des of Grey SKUs in stock at Net 1on1

to an impressive 59, all of which Head

Buyer Danielle Warn is pleased to see

performing well for her customers, 

“We’ve already experienced great

sales and interest from the previous

Official Fifty Shades collections, so this

special, limited edition range will really

excite our customers. The look, feel

and overall quality of the pieces is re-

ally impressive and the attention to

detail with the packaging really sets

off this range in my eyes. With the POS

options we also have available, cus-

tomers are really able to promote this

range to the fullest and benefit from

the Fifty Shades fever!” Simply contact

the sales team for more information

via enquiries@1on1wholesale.co.uk.

Stockholm, Sweden - Swedish de-

signer brand LELO has announced

their most successful year ever at the

2015 XBIZ Awards, picking up more

prizes than any other brand and win-

ning in three major categories: Luxury

Toy/Line of the Year, Sex Toy of the Year

– Powered, and the most prestigious

Pleasure Products

Company of the

Year. The LELO

product singled out

for the Luxury

Toy/Line of the Year

award was oral

sex simulator ORA

2 of the company’s award-winning In-

signia collection of pleasure objects,

further cementing the ORA line’s re-

putation after last year’s Cannes Lions

Award for Product Design. The 2015

XBIZ Awards also recognized HULA BE-

ADS as the Sex Toy of the Year -

Powered. Able to both vibrate and ro-

tate when worn inside, these remote

controlled pleasure beads are the first

of their kind and their recognition at

XBIZ is proof of their devotion to inno-

vation as well as our own. Steve Thom-

son, Global Head of Marketing, said:

“We’re honored to be recognized for

another year at the fantastic XBIZ

Awards, and their commitment to

quality and pleasure reflects our own.

It is truly a reward for the hard work of

everyone on our teams across the

world, as well as all of our retailers,

and the recognition both humbles

and inspires us to achieve even more

in the coming year. To walk away with

more awards than any other pleasure

brand is a testament to the experi-

ence and the devotion that we put

into every product, and to have

 received seven in four years makes

us incredibly proud and only more

determined than ever to keep raising

the standard.”

N E W S
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HULA BEADS and ORA 2

Strictly limited edition
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Wasserbi l l ig, Luxembourg - The pjur group has

made a golden event of the ANME b2b fair  in

Los Angeles: the draw of golden gif t  cards and

golden giveaways att racted throngs of v is i tors

to the personal lubr icant company’s stand. 

pjur lends a 
golden touch to ANME

The pjur Gold Bar was also a great

place to relax over a coffee and es-

cape the hustle and bustle of the fair for

a few minutes. Why make such a splash?

pjur is celebrating 20 years of premium

quality Made in Germany. As part of these

2015 birthday celebrations, the company

is giving away real gold bars in the U.S., Australia and Europe.

And for all the retailers, there is also a chance to win unique

pjur party packages. The pjur group will advertise this action

globally throughout the year in both the erotic and the main-

stream markets and will also provide various types of marketing

support. At ANME, the Go for Gold campaign really drew in the

crowds. Retailers were particularly taken with the brand-new

POS packages and the pjur top sellers with a golden banderole:

“The design and features of the materials were praised, 

because they will turn every shop - online and offline - into a

real eye-catcher,” says Richard Harris, CEO of pjur USA.

Almere, The Netherlands - Warning: these toys might rack

up your customer’s water bill; the  delicious Shower Stud

collection  will never make them want to leave the shower

ever again! The Shower Stud products are now ready-to-order

at Scala Playhouse. Your customer’s new favorite shower-time

toy comes in two different versions: the Shower Stud Ballsy

Dong and the Shower Stud Super Stud. Both designs are

powerful, multi-speed vibrations with a Sturdy Suction cup

base and easy lift tab. The designs are available in three dif-

ferent colors: pink, purple and black.

Pin them against the wall and soak in

the pure pleasure they provide! 

Personal lubricant company celebrates

Soak in pure pleasure

The pjur booth at ANME

EAN_02-15_08-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  27.01.15  15:48  Seite 4
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Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O’s renowned Account Executive and industry veteran

Conde Aumann was named Brand Ambassador of the Year at the XBIZ Executive Awards, held

in glittery Hollywood with an audience fi l led with a who’s who in the adult product business.

Aumann was recognized for her tireless effor t to promote The Screaming O’s core message

while acting as the official “face” of a brand that has championed its category since 2005.

The XBIZ Executive Awards cele-

brate industry figures who’ve

achieved great success while acting

as a driving force for their companies

and the brands and products they

promote. Aumann, whose experi-

ence in sex toy sales spans almost

15 years, joined The Screaming O in

2008 and immediately set to work to

establish, support and uphold a

 respected reputation for both

the company and herself. 

In just seven years, Aumann has be-

come an instantly recognizable face

associated with one of the top sex

toy manufacturers in the world and

remains responsible for maintaining

some of The Screaming O’s strongest

sales relationships. “It’s an honor to

be distinguished as Brand Ambassa-

dor of the Year and be recognized

for representing a brand that has be-

come a sort of second family for

me,” Aumann said. “It’s an especially

great pleasure knowing how many

of my peers voted for me. I couldn’t

have made it to where I am today

without the support of everyone I

work with – customers, colleagues,

coworkers, and more! – and I’d like

to thank everyone who voted for me.

And thanks, of course, to XBIZ for hos-

ting such a lovely event!” The 2015

Executive Awards for the adult retail

sector took place Jan. 14, 2015, 

in Los Angeles, Calif.

Stellar representative honored at XBIZ Executive Awards in Hollywood

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  0 2 / 2 0 1 5

For the release of 
“Fifty Shades of Grey” in cinemas
Flensburg, Germany -

Almost no other film

release will have been

longed for as much as

the “Fifty Shades of Grey” film. On

12th February the wait is finally over.

ORION Wholesale is a distribution

partner for the official same-named

toy collection as the

erotic bestseller

trilogy. This is

why ORION

Wholesale is

now offering the assortment with

 novelties and bestsellers at a special

price. The “Fifty Shades of Grey”-

 trilogy about the young Ana Steele

and her sexual dependency on the

rich businessman Christian Grey has

sold millions and has become a

worldwide bestseller. The BDSM

practices that are described

in the book have received

lots of hype: Since then

many open-minded

couples want to experi-

ence dominance and

submission, playful punish-

ment and the pleasurable

pain that they get from this,

for themselves. For this reason the

official same-named toy collection,

authorised by E.L. James, offers

 numerous ideas and opportunities:

Whether it’s handcuffs, eye masks,

love balls, dildos, vibrators, anal toys,

love paddles or whips –

these accessories mean

that erotic fantasies

will have no bounda-

ries! All products are

made from high quality

material and are deli-

vered in exclusive and

attractive packaging.

The Screaming O Conde Aumann 
Named 2015 Brand Ambassador of the Year

EAN_02-15_08-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  27.01.15  15:48  Seite 5
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Almere, The Netherlands - Have you met Coco,

one of the eight pleasure providers of the Cute

by TOYJOY range yet?  Th i s  sweet  and sassy

body s t imulator  comes –  jus t  l i ke  her  o ther

Cute f r iends -  in  a luxur ious box packaging

that  i s  des igned to  be reused.  Unwrapping

Coco is already a pleasure by i tsel f !

Meeting Coco

The Cute experience already starts when you receive the

toy; you’ll instantly notice the one-of-a-kind packaging. The

entire Cute by TOYJOY collection comes in a beautifully

 designed box with an innovative magnetic clasp. It flips open

to reveal a playful story where the other Cute pleasure provi-

ders are pictured, along with a personal description of the

purchased toy and cute illustrations. Coco might be one of

the smaller members of the Cute range, but she is packed

with mind blowing pleasure! She wants to share many exciting

intimate one-on-one moments with her

user. Coco comes in four sweet colors:

pink, purple, blue and yellow. And with five

powerful functions she’ll take any owner to

seventh heaven!

Biebertal, Germany - Germanys biggest erotic retail chain,

the Orion Fachgeschäfte GmbH & Co KG plans to open

further shops as well as the revitalization of old locations in

2015. The family owned business with its headquarters in Bie-

bertal runs 152 stores in Germany and employs a staff of

about 100 at its head office. Two new shops were opened

last year and eight more completely renovated. The company

plans openings in diffe-

rent locations. During the

first half of the year the

shops in Dortmund,

Fulda and Berlin Fried-

richstraße will be reno-

vated and reopened.

Cute by TOYJOY

On expansion course

EAN_02-15_08-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  27.01.15  15:48  Seite 6
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Huntington Beach, USA - XR Brands is  now off icial ly shipping the ful l  l ine of Strap U st rap-on

harnesses, br inging retai lers a mid-level col lect ion comprised of 10 dif ferent styles for

every sexual level and interest.  I ts  color-coded packaging system makes i t  easy to f ind

beginner,  intermediate, and advanced-level options each with qual i ty construct ion and

comfor table design that appeals to even the most discerning harness user.

XR Brands ‘Strap U’ Collection Now 
Shipping 10 Unique Strap-on Styles

The Strap U line ranges from inex-

pensive beginner pieces perfect

for couples exploring pegging to hig-

her-end durable systems with linge-

rie-like detailing. Variety is key for

 stores looking to supplement their

current strap-on selection, and Strap

U provides variety with cohesive and

simple packaging for universal

 appeal. Each box is color-coded ac-

cording to experience level: pink for

beginners, purple for intermediate,

chartreuse for advanced, and blue

for matching Strap U accessories.

“Variety and comfort were two key

points during the Strap U develop-

ment process, as we wanted to offer

retailers and consumers a quality

 alternative to what’s currently on the

market,” XR Brands General Manager

Randy Alvstad said. “There are low-

commitment options for curious cou-

ples as well as more figure-flattering

styles with garter straps and wide

elastic bands for couples who enjoy

strap-on play every day. Strap U is an

all-inclusive and affordable brand

that makes it easy for shoppers to

find the harness that’s right for them.”

Among the more unique Strap U har-

nesses are the Crave Double Pene-

tration harness with a wider-coverage

front panel that securely holds two

flare-base dildos; the Vixen G-Spot

Hollow that features an open back

(rather than G-string) and comes with

a hollow dil that can accommodate

a mini vibe; and the Bardot Garter

Belt Style with wide elastic straps that

hug the body’s curves with sexy thigh

straps for a lingerie-like look. The Strap

U line also includes three silicone dils

with a flare base and one electrosti-

mulation dil that fits every Strap U har-

ness’ secure metal O-ring.

N E W S
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New line offers affordable alternative harnesses for all sexual levels & interests

Tom of Finland Sign Planet Earth UK Exclusive
Wakefield, England –

The iconic Tom of

Finland will come to life

this year with the news of

a brand new range inspi-

red by this world famous

name in male erotica

available exclusively for the UK at

 Planet Earth. Based on the artwork of

Tuoko Laaksonen, which inspired a

cultural movement of homoerotic

 fetish art, each piece takes its inspira-

tion from Laaksonen’s most popular

works and are sure to be a major suc-

cess within the gay market where the

Tom of Finland name is already well

established. Devices inspired by Tom

of Finland include anal plugs, cock

rings, dildos and fetish-base appara-

tus such as cuffs and other restraints.

The deal sees the world famous Tom

of Finland brand join a list of market-

 leading male sex toy collections within

the Planet Earth catalogue, which

 includes names such as the Master

Series, Renegade, and Sex Flesh as

well as the Ultimate male enhance-

ment range. These introductions illus-

trate the ever-growing demand from

gay and straight consumers for ad-

vanced male pleasure products.

Speaking about the Tom of Finland

deal, Paul Boote, President of Planet

Earth, said: “Tom of Finland marks a

new era from Planet Earth and the

continued  development of our cata-

logue. We listen to our customers and

our customers want more male pro-

ducts that excite and intrigue consu-

mers. Tom of Finland fulfils both of

those criteria. There is no doubt that

the quality and innovation behind

Tom of Finland products will really ex-

cite male consumers and will keep

them coming back for more.”

EAN_02-15_08-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  27.01.15  15:48  Seite 7



London,  England -  CZ Trade has rebranded.

The company has changed i ts  name to Stark

Dist r ibut ion and has a new website which the

company says gives the user  a much better

shopping experience.

CZ Trade gets a new
name and website

The distributor has also improved

and expanded its product range

in time for the launch. Titus, the com-

pany’s own brand of leather, rubber

and steel has made improvements

in quality and fulfilment of its popular

leather range for 2015.  The com-

pany has also added a range

of neoprene to the brand which

is made in Italy and is tipped to be a big hit due to customer

response. The sex toy category also now carries more lines

and includes top brands such as Pipedream, Doc Johnson

and California Exotics. “The idea of the rebrand is to really wi-

den our customer base, says Jose Leal, Stark Sales Manager.

CZ Trade has always been seen as a strictly gay wholesaler

and though our product range at the moment is more male

orientated, the products we sell are suitable for all retailers.

The new website is much easy to navigate and showcases

the products much better.” Existing customers of CZ Trade will

not need to do anything.  Their current log in details will work

for Starkdistribution.com.  Potential customers can apply for

an account by following the correct link on the website.

Wadgassen, Germany - At the start of the year ST  Rubber

presented an addition to its Malesation line: the Extasio,

a penis ring combined with a perineum-stimulator. The article

can be ordered via the item number

670000031530 and features a powerful

motor with seven different vibration mo-

des, is waterproof and made of silicone.

The  Extasio can be recharged via USB.

Stark Distribution 

Extasio has seven different

vibration modes 

Extasio

CZ Trade has changed its

name to Stark Distribution 

15
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• Unique exhibition area at 

  the EXPO City Hanover 

• Oktoberfest for all 

  exhibitors and visitors

Contact:
Mediatainment Publishing
eroFame GmbH
Große Kampstraße 3
D 31319 Sehnde
Germany

Tel:  +49(0)5138 60 220 - 14
Fax: +49(0)5138 60 220 - 29
hnajeb@mpnow.eu
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Brampton, Canada - In previous years, ANME in Burbank, California has been home to many

of the industry's top manufacturers, retailers and other impor tant individuals. 2015 is no ex-

ception.In the presence of other top manufacturers, BMS Factory stood out as a crowd favourite

with a booth that could only be accurately described with one word – power. Easly one of the

stars of the show was the Swan Wand. The Swan Wand is a beautifully shaped, firm design bo-

asting 2 deep, rumbling motors, often and excitedly described by attendees as "bumping".

BMS Factory Products An 
Outstanding Hit At ANME 2015

Each vibration is independently

controlled with a press and hold

button to find the perfect vibration in-

tensity. With the speed set, the user

can then switch between 7 vibration

patterns for an extremely pleasurable

variety. The Swan Wand is USB rechar-

geable, virtually seamless with a soft,

silicone finish and is also waterproof.

Also a hit at the show was the

(Powered) Sex Toy Of The Year Nomi-

nee, the PalmPower Personal Massa-

ger. The PalmPower is a compact

wand massager with an incremental

speed control offering vibration sen-

sation from a slow, deep rumble to

an intensely powerful massage and

anywhere in between. The PalmPower

is operated by a single button and

features an extra long cord for con-

venience. Being a mains powered

product, it is always ready to go and

always ready to please. For different

sensations, PalmPower currently also

has 4 available additional 100% sili-

cone heads with 3 more on the way

which are interchangeable on the fly.

The PalmPower was first introduced in

the UK and has quickly risen to be-

come one of the most desired and

best selling wand massagers across

the country. For customers who wish

for more portability, PalmPower Re-

charge was introduced. Offering 90%

of the mains powered PalmPower,

PalmPower Recharge comes with a

USB cord and offers almost 90 minutes

at full speed, more than enough time

for an amazing massage or a little

fun. All interchangeable silicone heads

also work with the PalmPower Re-

charge. Also at the BMS booth was

Rain by PowerBullet. Proving to already

be an extremely popular bullet vibe

with an outstanding price point, Rain

has a textured finish consisting of thou-

sands of little drops for a wet look. Rain

is offered in 5 colours with 3 speeds

and 4 functions. Rain is powered by a

single AAA battery and is presented

for retail a tiny see through box with a

hanging tag. Last but not least, BMS

also displayed PantyVibe. With every-

thing a customer would need right out

of the box, PantyVibe is an economi-

cal way to have some discreet fun. In

each package comes the PantyVibe

offered in 1 of 3 colours (pink, purple

or fuschia), an incredibly comfortable

black panty with a unique pocket to

hold the PantyVibe in exactly the right

spot for the best sensations, 6 batteries,

with only 3 being needed at a time.

Pure Power 

N E W S
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A new addition to JOYDIVISONS Sales Team in North America

Atlanta, USA - JOYDIVISION

recently found a

competent member

for its staff in Marcus

West. He will be Senior

Vice President of Sales

and Marketing in the US

team. „It was important for

our high standards to find so-

mebody who is at home in

our industry and also a

great visionary,“ says

James Parker, President

of JOYDIVISION USA.

„Marcus West has a lot of

experience in the section of

wellness products and great ideas for

an even more successful marketing.“

Marcus West benefits from his previous

role as marketing and sales manager

for Evolved Novelties and can look

back on nearly 15 years of experi-

ence working together with big com-

panies like Procter & Gamble.

BMS Factory has presented

several new products at ANME 

Marcus West is the new Senior Vice

President of Sales and Marketing
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Bath, England - The UK’s leading onl ine sex toy retai ler Lovehoney has unvei led the latest

in i ts  l ine of Off icial  Fi f ty Shades of Grey pleasure products.  The Off icial  Fi f ty Shades of

Grey Red Room Collect ion includes 10 l imited edit ion pieces inspired by the upcoming

Fif ty Shades of Grey movie, released 13th February. 

Lovehoney Unveils The Official Fifty 
Shades of Grey Red Room Collection 

The luxurious range comprises of a blindfold, paddle,

cane, riding crop, flogger, wrist cuffs, ankle cuffs, sprea-

der bar, mouth gag and hog tie, handcrafted from top

quality leather and retailing between €48 and €120. All

the items come with luxury branded dust bags and leather

tags. The bespoke pieces will available from distributors

from February 2015. “We designed the Red Room range

with author E L James to give people the chance to enjoy

the luxurious leather bondage equipment that Christian

The real deal for fans 

Grey has in the Red Room,” says Richard Longhurst, 

co-founder of Lovehoney. “It's the real deal for anyone

who wants to recreate the scenes that they're going to

see in the Fifty Shades of Grey movie. It’s a collection truly

fit for a billionaire.” The items offer book and movie fans

the exclusive chance to own the items they see on the

big screen for a limited time only.  Lovehoney and sister

 company Coco de Mer are listed as official suppliers to

the legendary Red Room in the film’s credits.

The Red Room Collection will available

from distributors from February 2015
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Hanover,  Germany - S ince the f i rs t  erofame in 2010, exhibitors have repor ted that they get

E-Mai l s  by th ree companies ,  one Mex ican named Expo Guide S .C and two S lovak ian

 companies cal led Construct Data Publ ishers and Event-Fair  The Exhibitor 's  Index. Al l  three

companies claim to be putting together an exhibitor 's l ist for this year's eroFame in Hanover.

The Mexican company and the Slovakian companies (maybe i t  is  the same company but

with two dif ferent locations) ask exhibitors to give cer tain company data on the pretext of

including them in the exhibitors '  l i s t .

In the light of recent events

The Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH strongly

advise all of the eroFame participants not to consent

to the publication of these data or to agree to the offer at

all. The fine print of the faxes sent by Expo Guide, Construct

Data Publishers and Event-Fair reveals that agreeing to

this offer obligates the signee to a three-year subscription

Tokyo, Japan - Autumn in Japan saw adult retailers of all

sizes taking part in a display competition held by TENGA’s

Japanese distributor Soft on Demand. The competition chal-

lenged retailers across the country to showcase TENGA in a

fun, imaginative way, with a grand prize of 100,000JPY (roun-

dabout 750 EUR) worth of POS and merchandise to be awar-

ded to one winner among the

entrants. The only condition for

entry was to be a retailer of

TENGA items. All entrants de-

signed, built and showcased

the brand in their own unique

ways out of their own accord.

to ad placements on an online platform, amounting to 1171

to 1271 Euro per annum. The official eroFame 2015 event

catalogue is published by Mediatainment Publishing Verlags

GmbH and no one else. The Mediatainment Publishing ero-

Fame GmbH have no business relationship whatsoever with

Expo Guide, Construct Data Pulblishers or Event-Fair. Neither

Expo Guide S. C., nor Construct Data Publishers or Event-Fair

has been authorized or commissioned to create an exhibitors'

list. The Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH distance

themselves from this offer. The number of rip-off attempts is

increasing, and unfortunately, this seems to be one of them.

After counsel with their lawyers, the Mediatainment Publishing

eroFame GmbH advise the exhibitors not to sign anything 

Warning of Mexican Expo Guide, Slovakian Fair Guide and Event-Fair

N E W S
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This is how an attempt

of defraud looks like 

TENGA Takes Over Japan’s
Biggest Adult Retailers
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San Francisco, USA – Jimmyjane wowed customers, when they unveiled two new pleasure in-

novations at the ANME Show in Burbank. Customers were elated to see a new addition to the

brand’s f lagship l ine of FORM vibrators, the FORM 5 Waterproof Rechargeable Vibrator.

Jimmyjane Wows Customers with the 
Introduction of Two Innovations at ANME

New, and existing, customers also

flocked to the Jimmyjane booth

to see the new HELLO TOUCH X, the

first product to put both vibration and

electro stimulation at your fingertips.

The amazing response to the new

items and the success of the show

reinforced the growing demand for

premium pleasure items and Jimmy-

jane’s unique design approach to

pleasure. “We are always excited to

attend ANME and meet with our

friends in the industry, but this was a

special year for us,” stated Alicia Sin-

clair, VP of Worldwide Sales and Busi-

ness Development, “It is the first time

we have launched two completely

new, innovative creations, and the re-

sponse from our partners was better

than we could have imagined.” The

introduction of HELLO TOUCH X surpri-

sed everyone at the show. It is the first

electro stimulation product from Jim-

myjane, who believes HELLO TOUCH

X will be an approachable invitation

for new, mainstream audiences to ex-

plore the pleasures of e-stim. With the

trust of the Jimmyjane brand behind

the product, consumers are already

embracing the product following the

January 15th launch. It is also the first

time many sex positive retailers will be

carrying an electro stimulation item.

Show-goers were delighted to see a

new addition to the best-selling FORM

line. The FORM 5 is Jimmyjane’s first

design, which is optimized for men.

With an oversized motor in the tip, and

two supple, silicone pleasure wings

that flutter with vibration it is a versatile

product. It is designed for her, for him

and for us.

FORM 5 & HELLO TOUCH X

N E W S
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A world's first – WOMANIZER
Flensburg, Germany - This world's

first is a sensation! The WOMANIZER

is uncomplicated, easy to use, makes

women’s dreams come true – and

looks great as well! 

The WOMANIZER is the innovation in

the erotic pleasure givers’ collection.

It achieves what no other sex toy has

managed to do before: (multiple) or-

gasms without touching the clitoris!

The technique is amazingly simple:

The orgasm is triggered by the sucking

of the clitoris and the stimulation from

the delicate pulsating pressure waves.

So not only is the long wait for clima-

xing in the past but also the over sti-

mulation of the

clitoris as well –

because if some-

thing isn’t tou-

ched, it can’t be

over stimulated.

The WOMANIZER

comes in tur-

quoise, ma-

genta, pink and

black and includes two replacement

heads and a USB-cable for charging.

The medical silicone heads are re-

placeable and can be ordered se-

parately in packs of 5. Furthermore,

the WOMANIZER also comes in limited

editions  - each covered in 1,200 sin-

gle Swarovski crystals, as well as a red

special edition in a rose design.

ORION Wholesale is the exclusive

sales partner of the WOMANIZER in

Europe and Russia. Further information

can be found at www.womanizer-

grosshandel.de, www.womanizer-

wholesale.com or at ORION Whole-

sale, Björn Radcke, phone

0049-461-5040 114, fax 0049-461-

5040 244, e-mail: bradcke@orion.de

New from Jimmyjane:

HELLO X and FORM 5 

ORION Wholesale is the exclusive sales partner

of the WOMANIZER in Europe and Russia
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Br idgetown, Barbados – B lue Dreams Global Inc. (BDGI) ,  operat ing out of F lor ida, USA, 

is  behind the game changing couple’s product, ‘Lovers ’  Dream’, which went l ive on Fr iday

19th December, with i t ’s f i rst  campaign on popular crowd funding platform indiegogo.com.

The revolut ionary Lovers ’  Dream is made from body safe, medical grade s i l icon, has 3

 vibrat ing motors,  5 modes, 4 speeds, is  water resistant and rechargeable. I t  has been

 specif ical ly designed to f i t  snug, deep within the female whi lst  the unique shape al lows

the male to f i t  alongside comfor tably.

Lovers’ Dream Gears Up For Production

Once in position, the Lovers’

Dream remains in place,

creating a more natural ‘hands-

free’ and thrilling adventure for

both partners. The Lovers’ Dream

provides variable vibrations in 3

erotic zones – clitoral, g-spot and

deep inside. The specially shaped

smaller bullet tip, can be placed

either on the clitoral area, or if re-

versed, for anal massage, whilst

the thicker bulb keeps the Lovers’

Dream inside the female, massa-

ging him simultaneously. 

The Lovers’ Dream delivers

out of this world stimulation

for both partners simultane-

ously, which is the key to the Lovers’

Dream. “It’s a genuine lovers’ pro-

duct for couples to use together,

to create more intimacy and a

deeper connection, however, if so

desired, the Lover’s Dream is per-

fect for solo play”, states Lover’s

Dream designer Mark Lawrence.

Founder and inventor Lawrence

Mark commenced designing the

Lovers’ Dream several years ago.

“A wonderful experience led me

to invent the first prototype of the

Lovers’ Dream. That was the be-

ginning of many years of challen-

ges, accomplishments and on-

going improvements to create the

perfect product which simultane-

ously enhances and heightens the

love making experience for cou-

ples at the same time”. BDGI has

self-funded the Lovers’ Dream to

date, and is now seeking capital

for the production of the first 5,000

units. Patents have been secured

in the USA, Canada, South Africa,

Hong Kong, China, Australia, the

EU, Brazil and India. The Lovers’

Dream will be available in Sky Blue

and Vivid Purple and is scheduled

to be released in North America in

April 2015 via authorized distribu-

tors with an envisaged MSRP 

of US$179. 

New couple’s product offers more intimacy, deeper connection

N E W S
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Noir on the streets of London
Gloucester, Eng-

land - Noir is a lu-

xury silicone based

lube with added skin

care ingredients and

is the world’s first

lube developed

and branded for

black skin.  Give

Pleasure Products

M.D. Nigel Powell said “General

lube sachet sampling is usually a

very scattergun approach.  With

Noir it is different.  Our target con-

sumer is easily identifiable due to

skin colour. Staff in branded clot-

hing are targeting various areas of

London and with over 1 million

black people in London alone the-

re’s a multitude of new consumers

to engage with and introduce the

product to.  We’ll soon be doing

the same process in Birmingham

too.” Noir is available in 100ml

bottles and has a suggested retail

price of £12.99.  For more infor-

mation contact Give Pleasure 

Products on 01452 223055, visit

www.givepleasure.co.uk or email

info@givelube.co.uk

Noir is the world’s first lube developed

and branded for black skin
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Los Angeles, USA - Boutique adult toy brand B Swish is delighted with the popularity gained by

the Bnaughty Classic Unleashed. This wireless remote controlled bullet is the newest pleasure

product of its kind to join B Swish’s ever-growing Classic Line of personal massagers.

Bnaughty Classic Unleashed 
is Finding All the Right Places

After the huge success of the

Bnaughty Premium Unleashed,

and customer feedback asking for

an affordable yet luxurious wireless

bullet, B Swish felt it was only a natural

progression to add another wireless

bullet to their collection of pleasure

products. Thus, it was decided to re-

lease a 5-function battery operated

bullet to their entry level Classic Line.

This discrete yet powerful waterproof

bullet can be put to use virtually

anywhere, making it a real hit with

couples that are looking for a little ad-

venture. “B Swish has created a

powerful and playful massaging bullet

with this release,” according to Jae, B

Swish’s in-house Health

Promotion & Educa-

tion Specialist. “Conti-

nuing with our brand’s

philosophy of affordable luxury, this

product has proven the perfect mix

and continues to fly off the shelves

worldwide.  The entire team here at B

Swish is thrilled with the growing inter-

national demand for the Bnaughty

Classic Unleashed”. The 3” bullet is

shaped perfectly to stimulate the ero-

genous zone of your choice and is

controlled by an easy grip click button

remote, with a white light for play in

the dark. The Bnaughty Classic Unle-

ashed is made from body safe ABS

plastic with a PU coating

and is phthalate-free. It’s

available in classic black to-

gether with two additional

fresh new exciting colors,

magenta and grape. This

product can be used for

solo play or with a partner.

The bullet itself is of a medium size

and is controlled through the ergo-

nomically designed easy grip control.

Scroll through the 5-functions with the

push of a button and find the thrill you

are looking for – or relinquish control

to the partner of your choice. “The en-

tire Classic Line keeps increasing in

popularity worldwide and due to this,

we keep adding more and more pro-

ducts to the line,” explains Jae.  “All of

the items come in a choice of three

colors, are push button controlled, wa-

terproof, and are battery operated.

Each product has a dedicated pro-

duct video explaining their unique

features.  Stay up to

date on our ever-ex-

panding Classic Line

by subscribing to our

YouTube channel.”

B Swish 
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Look amazing this Valentine’s Day
Almere, The Netherlands - The

perfect outfit for a romantic Va-

lentine’s Day dinner? Your customer

will find it in the seductive BLVD Col-

lection by Forplay. The collection

contains a wide selection of sexy,

seductive and tantalizing dresses

that will make her lover want to skip

dessert and take her home for a

long night of pleasure. The designs

by Forplay have been seen on

many famous stars, such as Kim

 Kardashian, Carmen Electra and

Lauren Conrad. The BLVD Collection

is very glamourous, sexy and

 seductive; it will definitely make 

any women feel like a star herself!

Scala Playhouse has a wide assort-

ment of Forplay. The collection offers

affordable designs that don’t com-

prise on quality and comfort. Give

your customers the chance to

dazzle this Valentine’s Day in one of

the delicious BLVD Collection dresses

and order your items today via

www.scalaplayhouse.com.
The Bnaughty Classic Unleashed is made from body safe

ABS plastic with a PU coating and is phthalate-free
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Los Angeles, USA – Cal i fornia Exot ic Novelt ies proudly receives the Market ing Campaign of

the Year Award for Coco Licious f rom XBIZ Magazine. Presented Thursday night,  January

15, 2015 at the JW Mar r iott  at LA L ive in Los Angeles, the honor acknowledges excel lence

in the promotion of the best-sel l ing col lect ion.

California Exotic Novelties Scores Marketing
Campaign of the Year Award for Coco Licious

Coco is the star of Ice Loves

Coco, a Vegas Headliner, mo-

del, author, clothing designer and

an internet sensation. She launched

Coco Licious with California

Exotic Novelties one year

ago to rave reviews. Coco

says, “Hooray! I’m so happy

we won! Susan Colvin and

the entire California Exotic

Novelties team are pheno-

menal and it’s because of

our collaboration and dedi-

cation over the past year that

we received this delicious ho-

nor. Thank you to everyone

at XBIZ, I love it!” The Coco Licious

Collection has been making head-

lines around the globe and garne-

red over a 90,000,000 unique views

across news and social me-

dia channels. It was laun-

ched with a celebrity-stud-

ded party in New York last

year, promoted with personal

appearances, print adverti-

sing, and a social media/PR

campaign. Susan Colvin,

President and CEO of Cali-

fornia Exotic Novelties, says,

“What an incredible recogni-

tion! It comes on the heels

of the phenomenal launch of her

newest items at the ANME Show,

which makes it even more exciting.

These additions add an element of

sophistication to the line and I pre-

dict even more fabulous things in

the future for Coco Licious.” The new

Coco Licious items consist of luxury

massagers and personal care cos-

metics. Coco worked closely with

the product development team at

California Exotic Novelties to create

items that matched Coco’s tastes

and personality, which helps ensure

they will be an instant hit among her

fans and followers.

Trailblazing Celebrity-Endorsed Collection Gets Spotlight at XBIZ Awards
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TOYJOY's best sellers of 2014
Almere, The Netherlands - The Dia-

mond Pink Superbe vibe, the

Power Pump Black-Clear and the Furry

Fun Cuffs Black Plush are the best sel-

ling TOYJOY products of 2014. These

three toys have conquered the hearts

of thousands of end-users, and are

expected to capture many more in

2015! The Diamond Pink Superbe Vibe

from the TOYJOY Just For You range is

a sleek and powerful vibrator with a

vibrant pink color and sparkling gem-

stones that add a touch of glamour.

The Just For You range consists of va-

rious beautiful, feminine toys and spe-

cial gift boxes that make the perfect

gift for your customers to treat them-

selves, or a loved one. The Power

Pump Black-Clear from the TOYJOY

Manpower collection has been a firm

favorite among customers in desire

for that extra inch. The Manpower line

consists of several low to mid-priced

items of high-quality and sleek de-

signs. The Furry Fun Cuffs Black Plush

from the TOYJOY Classics range is a

playful addition to any collection of

adult toys. The cuffs are unisex, body-

safe and most importantly: a lot of

fun. The Classics line contains a wide

range of toys for your fun-loving cus-

tomers. It’s colorful, affordable and

really stands out thanks to its unusual

milk packaging. All three products are

ready to order at Scala Playhouse. 
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Wakefield, England - Planet Earth has announced its eagerly awaited new range of technologically

advanced vibrators are now in stock and ready for dispatch. The full range includes nine uniquely

styled and innovative vibrators each of which has been designed to have its own unique identity. 

N E W S
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The Svakom brand is now

available from Planet Earth 
Planet Earth 

Following an announcement before Christmas, Planet

Earth has broken pre-order records for their exclusive

Svakom brand and expects demand to continue throug-

hout the year. Key products in the range include the Siime

Eye, a six speed vibrator with built-in high definition camera

to capture the most intimate moments of pleasure. Fea-

turing a light for improved visibility and Wi-Fi connectivity,

the Siime Eye can broadcast crystal clear images up to

30m away that can be viewed on a computer or a mo-

bile phone. 100% waterproof the Siime Eye can be taken

Flensburg, Germany - A new, high quality love

toy range is now available from ORION

 Wholesale exclusively for bricks & mortar stores:

EROSTYLE. The products stand for design and

quality. High quality, promotional packaging with

a cover that opens out presents the products perfectly in 10

languages. A discreet storage bag is also included. In order

to help sales even more, flyer and shop displays in an ellipse

shape is also being offered so that the products can attract

the customers’ attention even quicker. The products have

been selected because of their popularity with customers. 

almost anywhere and thanks to its super fast USB recharging

it is ideal for spur-of-the-moment fun. Other items in the line

which have caught customer’s imaginations include the

Lester, a self-heating 8-mode vibrator that warms up to 40

degrees. Not only does the Lester feature a clitoral and an in-

ternal stimulating shaft, it has 8 modes of function and can

last up to an amazing 48 hours on a single 2.5 hour charge.

Both of these devices are must have items prior to Valentine’s

Day, which is expected to cause a surge in orders of adult

products partly due to the release of the eagerly anticipated

Fifty Shades of Grey movie. Speaking about the Svakom

range, Louise Boote, Managing Director of Planet Earth, said:

“We have been overwhelmed by the fantastic reception the

Svakom range has gained since we launched our pre-Christ-

mas press release. We were inundated with emails and pre-

orders, just showing how well the UK adult market responds to

innovation. It’s clear every adult shop would benefit by taking

these products and getting them online ASAP so that they

enjoy the fruits of what is sure to be an unprecedented first

and second quarter of adult sales due to the impending

hype surrounding the Fifty Shades of Grey movie launch.”

EROSTYLE

Svakom products landed and 
available for immediate dispatch
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Chatswor th, USA  - Pipedream’s post-ANME celebrations conti-

nued at the Free Speech Coalit ion Summit, where the manu-

facturer was honored with the FSC Award for Pleasure Products Company of the Year. The

awards reception was held during the XBIZ 360 conference at the Andaz in Beverly Hil ls, CA.

Pipedream Honored with Pleasure 
Products Company of the Year

“The Pleasure Products Company

of the Year Award goes to the

Pleasure Products company that has

demonstrated constant and unwa-

vering innovation and excellence,”

explained FSC CEO Diane Duke. “The

company’s success not only benefits

their individual business but also the

industry as a whole. In addition to their

creative innovation, the company

conducts business with high ethical

standards and integrity.” "We wish to

thank Diane Duke, the Free Speech

Coalition, our customers, suppliers,

and friends for this prestigious reco-

gnition," said Steve Sav, Pipedream's

VP of Sales, as he accepted the

award. "With the recent events in Paris

and around the world, freedom of ex-

pression and freedom of speech

should never be taken for granted.

The passion and energy that Pipe-

dream puts into its products is a re-

flection of that freedom." “I’d like to

thank the Free Speech Coalition, its

board, and members. I have been

involved for a very long time as a

past board member, and I truly be-

lieve in what they do,” said Nick Or-

landino, Pipedream Chairman and

CEO. “This recognition validates all of

our hard work and dedication. As the

awards continue to pile up, each one

renews my commitment to building

Pipedream into the largest brand in

the world.”

Free Speech Coalition Awards Manufacturer at FSC Summit
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Product introduction: 
Fist It Numbing and Fist It Extra Thick  
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Nether-

lands - Shots Media introduces two

new products; Fist It Numbing and Fist

It Extra Thick. Sex play has now been

made even more comfortable when

these new Fist It products are applied

to the skin. For the effortless insertion

of small to larger objects, like fruits,

hands and toys. Fist It Extra Thick feels

creamy, and Fist It Numbing comfor-

tably numbs sensitive areas. Fist It

Numbing and Fist It Extra Thick are now

in stock. The successful product intro-

duction of Fist It Regular has

shown a number of success

drivers, including developing

a differentiated product with

a compelling value proposition; buil-

ding in the voice-of-the-customer in-

put. ‘Make Fist It more creamy!’ the

response from the customer was he-

ard. Therefore the already well-deve-

loped original sales hit, the Fist It Re-

gular, has recently been differentiated

into two spin-off products, namely Fist

It Numbing and Fist It Extra Thick. The

product characteristics for the two new

products were then formulated. The

Fist It Numbing product properties are

obvious. Its special composition dimi-

nishes the sensations that

take place in the erogenous

areas. And shortly numbs

the skin’s sensitivity to sensual

stimulation by

 influencing the

receptor trafficking. Also a fresher minty

scent was added to do away with

nasty odours. The Fist It Extra Thick for-

mulation offers a fuller consistency that

gives a thick, creamy, feel. The earlier

Fist It Regular proved popular with con-

sumers the first time round. For Fist It

Numbing and Fist It Extra Thick early

indications are that sales are also

strong. The erotic wholesale company

Shots Media, reported that demand

is high, with orders increasing on a

monthly basis. Shots Media says it has

enough Fist It on hand to meet the

popular demand. 

Fist It Numbing and Fist It Extra Thick

are now available from Shots Media
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Los Angelesw, USA - J immyjane is pleased to announce that Sandra Van Looi j  has joined

their  team as an Educational Executive. Van Looi j  wi l l  be responsible for educating and

training Jimmyjane’s retai l  par tners in the UK, Europe, Scandinavia and Russia. Pr ior to joi-

ning Jimmyjane Van Looij  spent over 8 years working as a purchaser at a company focused

on wholesale of home goods.

Sandra Van Looij Joins Jimmyjane 
as Educational Executive for Europe 

While there she ho-

ned her skills in re-

tail messaging and B2B

business development.

In addition to her years of

experience in mainstream

consumer goods, Van Looij, has

established relationships and adult in-

dustry experience from her 3 years

tenure as a purchaser of lingerie at

Christine le Duc. “Sandra demonstra-

tes a skill set, presentation style and

enthusiasm that is very much aligned

with our brand and we are so excited

to have her represent Jimmyjane ab-

road. Her training and support is going

to prove incredibly valuable to our ex-

pansion and partnerships in the broa-

der European region,” said Robert

Rheaume, President of Jimmyjane. As

an Educational Executive Van Looij’s

role will focus on training

and educating wholesa-

lers, shop-managers &

employees about Jim-

myjane’s innovative pro-

duct line of premium plea-

sure products. As an exclusive, high

quality brand Jimmyjane’s Educatio-

nal Executives, who are already active

in other parts of the world, have a pro-

ven track record of driving sales as a

result of their hands-on work. Jimmy-

jane plans to broaden and evolve

this program in 2015, seeing educa-

tion and trainings as the building

blocks for successful partnerships with

retailers. The addition of Van Looij, co-

mes on the heels of an deal Jimmy-

jane signed with Scala Playhouse for

exclusive distribution of the line in

Europe. “Ever since I left the adult in-

dustry, in 2006, I have missed the

people and products that I found in-

teresting. Therefore I am so excited

to be back again. It makes it even

more special that I return to work for

Jimmyjane, one of the leading na-

mes in luxury pleasure!,” stated Van

Looij. Sandra Van Looij will be travelling

to visit partners on location. She is also

available for personal training and

showings within the Jimmyjane

section at the Scala Playhouse show-

room. As announced earlier this year,

Scala Playhouse is the exclusive distri-

butor for Jimmyjane in Europe (exclu-

ding the UK and Russia). Van Looij is

multi-lingual and speaks Dutch,

 German and English.

For additional inquiries, sales requests,

or to schedule a training please 

contact education@jimmyjane.com

Jimmyjane sees partner support as paramount in 2015 
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Stark Distribution launches 
the most powerful aroma ever
London, England - Stark Dis-

tribution (formerly CZ Trade)

has launched a brand new

aroma that they claim is the

strongest aroma ever. Potent

Blue stands apart from other

aromas in more ways than

one.  It comes in a blue bottle, a

departure from the traditional

brown bottle other aromas are

available in and contains a spe-

cial ‘Power Bullet’ inside that in-

creases its potency. When

shaken, the stainless steel ‘Power

Bullet’ activates the formula making it

XXX strong.“We are confident that Po-

tent Blue will outsell our current leading

aroma”, says Jose Leal, Sales Mana-

ger. “The feedback we have had from

focus groups is phenomenal and we

are very excited to launch it.” 

Potent Blue will be available at the end of

February and is exclusive to Stark Distribution
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Cambridge, Canada – Coquette announced the off icial launch of their 2015 Spring Summer

l imited edit ion col lect ion. Get ready for the heat with these beach inspired designs in a

catalogue f i l led with candy shades and postcard images. Select buyers received a preview

of the l ine at the August CurveNY Show where the sales team took in feedback and sug-

gest ions. The response was overwhelmingly posit ive for the designs which stay t rue to the

company's expected, wel l -manufactured product with new color combinations.

Coquette releases 
Spring Summer Collection 

Having fun in the sun

N E W S
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“Spring Summer is our boutique line of delicate lin-

gerie styles for the warmer months,” said senior de-

signer Elaine Carson. “We wanted to have fun with this

photo shoot so our team actually built a sandbox in our

studio where we decorated it like a beach. We also had

an ice cream truck for some editorials!”This season's hot-

test colors are on display throughout the brightly photo-

Hanover, Germany - Everybody in Germany knows

Dr. Sommer, who writes about the dos and dont's of

sex in the popular youth magazine Bravo. In one of the

latest issues he advised its readership, that sex during the

menstruation can help relive cramps and unpleasantness

in the abdomen. To keep it clean even in that time of the

month,  Joydivision developed the Soft-Tampon in cooperation

with gynecologists. They are formed in a different way and

made of other materials than normal tampons, thus allowing

every woman to enjoy her freedom every day of the month. 

graphed images of yellow, teal, magenta and pink. The tro-

pical line pops on each page with catchy accessories and

playful scenes that set the tone for the lookbook. This year

the limited edition collection comes from visions of Venice

Beach, Palm Springs and Hawaii. The design team's story-

board had images of beachwear, outer wear, poolside and

beachside moments with fruity drinks. This translates perfectly

into the designs and the pages of the Spring Summer 2015

catalogue with quirky, retro photos of Coquette's sexy models

having fun in the sun. The line is lighthearted and will be

 attractive to many women who want to set a playful mood

and show a zest for life with these pieces. This line has a re-

freshing air with light material that drapes or gently hugs the

body. With the addition of more plus sizes available and the

softer designs, the collection has since evolved into a bou-

tique edition. Spring Summer 2015 gives buyers the variety

along with Coquette's other lines to mix and match for the

ideal in-store or online shopping experience.

Dr. Sommer recommends Soft-
Tampons during menstruation
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Malaga, Spain -  The redesign is  par t of Global Products effor t  to create a more cohesive

look for the brand. The cur rent logo was introduced in 2008, and i t  won’t  change. What

wi l l  di f fer is  the approved wording and new colour coding on the boxes. “The packaging

re-design ref lects our commitment to developing new and excit ing products that respond

to consumer t rends. 

The New Gold MAX 
Packaging design from Global

When it comes to male en-

hancement supplements,

natural ingredients are where it’s

at” says Steve Robinson, Director of

Global Products “therefore all our

new labelling fully complies with EU

Health Claim approval for supple-

ments. Our products are manu-

factured to the  highest quality stan-

dards in our GMP registered facility,

which has been graded the maxi-

mum score of 5 on the Food Stan-

dards Rating Scheme.“ Global,

which plans to launch the new

Gold MAX packaging in March is

confident the new look incorpora-

tes a distinctive new feature to help

both retailers and a consumer ea-

sily identifies each box size in the

range. Gold MAX Blue has conti-

nued to achieve an amazing

growth rate of 81% year on year.

To complete the rebrand Global

Products will launch a new website

March 2015 allowing customers to

access trade catalogues, web

images and special offers. The new

packaging is fresh and contempo-

rary and resonates with a younger

target market. Packaging sizes: 1´s,

2´s, 5´s. 10´s & 20´s. All now avai-

lable in retail display sleeves. 

Contact Details:

Mr. Steven Robinson, 

Tel: 0034 952 198 749 Email: 

steven@globalproductseurope.com

Size matters in sex care…pack sizes that is!
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Nice 'n' Naughty to Raise
Money for Sussex Beacon

Brighton, England - Avid runner and

charity fund raiser Simon Prescott,

Director of Nice 'n' Naughty will, once

again, participate in the Brighton Half

Marathon on Sunday 22nd February

2015. Simon has nominated the Sus-

sex Beacon to be his chosen charity

for the event, with all the team at Nice

'n' Naughty getting behind him. Nice

'n' Naughty supports a number of cha-

rities nationwide. When asked why the

Sussex Beacon, Simon replied “Nice

'n' Naughty has always been a keen

supporter of charities local to our 11

Stores throughout the UK. In Brighton,

this year we are again recognising the

valuable work the Sussex Beacon does

in Brighton and want to show our sup-

port”. Simon competed in the Brighton

Marathon in June 2012, raising over

£500 for The Sussex Beacon, and bea-

ting his personal best. This year all 11

nationwide Nice 'n' Naughty Stores ,

together with their Web Team, will be

supporting Simons fund raising run,

and to start the fundraising, Simon has

made a £50.00 donation. The Nice

'n' Naughty team are all placing

bets on Simons finishing time, knowing

that he is aiming for another personal

best, and all proceeds will be going

to the Sussex Beacon.Simon Prescott,  Director of Nice 'n' Naughty will

participate in the Brighton Half Marathon 
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Twice a year, once at the begin-

ning of the year, and once

in summer, the mem-

bers of the American

erotic industry meet

at ANME Founders

Show. Here, re-

nowned compa-

nies present their

latest products

to the attending

wholesalers and

retailers, covering

all areas and all

channels of distribu-

tion. The show on

 January 12 and 13,

2015 was no exception.
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Elsa Viegas Correia

Thumbs up! Everything is golden for

Alexander Giebel (pjur group) and Yasmeen Chism (pjur USA)

Meanwhile, at the Pipedream stand: Bonnie Rotten surrounded by

Brianna Honz, Raymond Houtenbos, and Brian Sofer 

exclusive
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Right in time for the 50 Shades of Grey movie launch,

Lovehoney brings us the Red Room Collection 

The Sportsheets team

Andrew Ortega and Miguel Capilla (Fleshlight) 

(Bijoux Indiscrets) 
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The Jimmyjane girls 

The stand of Shunga Erotic Art 

The trade show in Burbank ushers in the new year

United:

the The Screaming O team

Susan Colvin (California Exotic Novelties)

and Robert Costa (VC Distributors)

Christoph Hofmann (Mystim), Wouter Geurtsen (Mister B),

and Joost Hensen have a great time at the Opening Night Party 

Fun Toys presented

their new Gballs App 

On Air: Doc Johnsons

Chad Braverman

and Sunny Rodgers 

Maggie Nicol and Sean Marshall

(BMS Factory) 

Love and live their product:

Ryan Poirier

and Brian Dunham (OhMiBod) 
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Antwerp has roughly half a million inhabitants, and

many more come to the city to go shopping, not

least of all because of Antwerp's reputation as a big fashion

city. The main streets are lined with stores of big, renowned

chains, but it's much more interesting to explore the smaller

streets surrounding the city centre. This is where shopping

aficionados can find the truly interesting stores and

 boutiques. One such store is situated at Falconplein 14A,

near the Museum aan de Strom (MAS), the Academie

voor Schone Kunsten, and the red light district – the new

Mister B store. For a long time, this district didn't have the

best reputation, but over the course of the past years, it

has become a popular neighbourhood, and thanks to

the efforts of the police and the city authorities, more and

more people have moved into this part of town. “We want

to offer the people the same level of quality and the same

customer service in Antwerp that they have come to know

and  expect from other flagship stores in Amsterdam,

Berlin, or Paris“, explains Steve van Braeckel. “Of course,

we want to become a big part of the Antwerp fetish scene,

and we will work together with the existing fetish stores.

Antwerp has already made a name for itself in the fetish

scene, and we want to do our part to add to this success.“

The decision to go for the Mister B franchise concept only

seemed logical to the two businessmen. “If you want to

44 

The end of 2014 marked the beginning of Bart Anseeuw and Steve van Braeckel's new  business. 

The two franchisees opened a Mister B store in Antwerp on December 14, thus adding a new 

attraction to the shopping landscape of the harbour city in Northern Belgium.

Mister B in Antwerp

do something, you better do it right, as the saying goes.

When we had made up our minds to open a fetish store,

we obviously wanted to offer the best products in the

 market, and the best place to get them all is Mister B,“

says Bart Anseeuw. The idea to start their own brick and

mortar store had been marinading for several years,

 growing slowly but steadily until the two franchisees deci-

ded to make it a reality. One experience that played a

big role in this process was a visit at the Mister B store in

Amsterdam, as they recall. “We were instantly hooked,“

Bart Anseeuw tells us. “From that moment, we knew that

we wanted to introduce a similar concept to Antwerp.“

First, the two planned to take over an

existing shop and give it an overhaul,

but that didn't come together, and so

they decided to get in touch with Mister

B to see if there was a possibility for a

collaboration with the big erotic com-

pany. Eight months later, the new Mister

B store in Antwerp opened its doors to

the public. But not everything was

smooth sailing for the two friends during that period. They

still had to navigate a few pitfalls. “I know people don't

usually talk about money, but we will do it anyway! We

had problems with the banks – they are so prudish!“Steve

van Braeckel explains, touching on a problem that will

sound all too familiar to many companies in the erotic

 industry: “You tell them that you intend to sell erotic

 products, and they put you on their black list. Banks don't

seem to believe that people are interested in sex and

eroticism. So we had a business model, a business plan,

and we had Mister B backing us up, but the banks wouldn't

move a muscle. Fortunately, we found a smaller bank in

the end, and they helped us make our dream a reality.“

New store opened on December 14, 2014

exclusive
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The store in the Belgian harbour city

is part of the Mister B franchise system

Mister B Antwerp opened

in mid-December 2014
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Among other things, a decision was made on the date

of the sixth instalment of eroFame, which will be taking

place in Hall 27 of the Hanover fairground on October 7

to 9 this year. Due to technical reasons, it had become

necessary to change the date that had been announced

shortly after eroFame 2014. The new date has been jointly

agreed upon and will be communicated to the interna-

tional trade and industry from now onwards.

All members of the advisory board were satisfied with the

results of eroFame 2014 so there will be no major changes

to the basic concept of the event. Everybody also agreed

on the topic of copyright protection at the show. In order

to put a stop to visitors bringing illegal copies to eroFame

and offering them for sale, visitors can only enter the fair-

grounds without baggage from now on, i.e. suitcases,

backpacks, trolleys, etc. need to be left at the cloakroom.

The organisers will make sure that everybody learns of

these changes: There will be a note in all event publicati-

ons, on displays at the entrance to the fair hall, and it will

be mentioned in the house rules, in the service folders,

and on the homepage, www.erofame.eu. To ensure that

this rule will be adhered to, the advisory board has decided

that the security staff should conduct controls and that

contraventions will result in a ban on entering the premises.

Furthermore, the board members talked about ways to

improve the service at the eroFame Oktoberfest so people

won't have to wait for their beverages. Various suggestions

are on the table and will be looked into in due time.
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On December 17, 2014, the eroFame advisory board met in Tr ier to discuss the results of

the previous eroFame Global Trade Convention f rom October 2014, and to talk about ways

to optimise the event in 2015.

eroFame advisory board
sets course for 2015

Another topic that was on the agenda was advertisement

for trade members – here, the advisory board agreed

that things should be carried on the same way as before.

In 2014 alone, roughly 60,000 invitations had been mailed

to the trade members.

There was also unanimity as far as the press work for 2015

was concerned. The strategy will remain unchanged to

further bolster the position of the trade show as the leading

event for thel erotic industry as well as a centre of com-

petence, and an objective authority for current trends

such as sexual health, sexual wellness, etc. The advisory

board felt that the expertise and knowledge that is gathe-

red at eroFame should be used for the benefit of the

entire market, and to that end, the decision was made to

start a task group. It will include representatives of the mar-

keting and press departments of the member companies

and is going to start developing a long-term strategy shortly.

The advisory board also talked about Comerofame.com.

The general consensus was that the the launch of the com-

munity had not really been satisfactory, partly because it

coincided with the eroFame, but also because it was pla-

gued by minor technical difficulties, Therefore, more emphasis

will be put on Comerofame in 2015 to drive home the com-

munity spirit, and to better communicate the goal of bringing

the industry closer together. The advisory board agreed to

start another task group for this online community.

The sixth eroFame trade convention will take place on October 7 to 9, 2015

exclusive
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Meet Jack! California Exo-

tic Novelties invited

show attendees to see

the stunning new look

of the iconic Jack

Rabbit. New co-

hesive packa-

ging and a four-

level system

makes the

range more in-

viting for the

consumer. While

at the point of pur-

chase, they can

choose the level that’s

best for them: beginner,

intermediate, advanced or

pro. ANME Show attendees also

had fun with a Jack Rabbit photo op-

portunity that included pictures being posted on social

media sites.

The stunning Silhouette Collection was a showstopper

with its versatile packaging, elegant designs and pre-

mium features. ANME Show attendees remarked about

the fun merchandising options the packaging offers,

as either the front or back of the box is pretty and can

face forward on the wall. 
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I t ’s not easy for everyone to travel to the premiere novelty expo every six months, especially

f rom overseas. Don’t  feel l ike you missed out,  though, I  got your back. Here is  a l is t  of the

highl ights of the recent January ANME Show which was held at the Marr iott  Burbank Airpor t.  

W hat Happens at ANME
Doesn’t Stay at ANME

Nipple Play , another new col-

lection, turned a lot of

heads. Repackaged,

classic nipple items

like clamps and su-

ckers now have a

fresh look. Many

ANME attendees

remarked that

they look like

brand new pro-

ducts. With

nipple stimulation

becoming more

and more popular,

the Nipple Play Col-

lection is one for savvy re-

tailers to have in stock.

Everybody loves Coco Licious,

and that’s why they all adored the ne-

west items in this award-winning line.  Products consist

of luxury massagers and personal care cosmetics. Coco

worked closely with the product development team at

California Exotic Novelties to create items that matched

Coco’s tastes and personality, which helps ensure they

will be an instant hit among her fans and followers all

over the world.

Scandal was at it again at ANME. This award-winning

light BDSM line is hitting the market just in time for the re-

By Desiree Duffie 

exclusive
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Desiree Duffie, director of public relations,

California Exotic Novelties
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vitalised Fifty Shades Phenomenon

coming with the release of the mo-

vie in February.  The sassy additions

give couples the opportunity to

create their very own red room of

pleasure. The Over the Door Cross

and Over the Bed Cross are just a

couple items that grabbed everyo-

ne’s attention, and will surely grab

the consumer’s as well.

Entice Accessories also made a big

impact at ANME. This line embodies

sophisticated fetish. The new pro-

ducts are exquisite, with the ever-

popular rose gold accents and a

style that looks like it was ripped from

the pages of a high-fashion maga-

zine. Entice Accessories will surely

become the centrepiece of store

displays all over the world with items

like the Mystique Mask, Posture Collar

with Leash and the stunning Blackout

Mask.

Additionally, California Exotic Novel-

ties introduced the Clitoral Pumps

and expanded many other best-sel-

ling ranges, including: Apollo, Ben-

dies, Booty Call, Classic Chic, Em-

brace, Emperor, Impress, Love Rider,

Packer Gear, POSH, and the Up! Col-

lection.

In addition to all the great products

and promotions presented at ANME,

California Exotic Novelties and JO-

PEN also presented their latest pro-

duct videos—90 in all. They are idea

for use online to help sell the pro-

duct, can be played on store mo-

nitors, used for employee training,

or shared on social media. Additio-

nally, special branded videos fea-

turing Club CalExotics’ Expert Sex-

pert, Jaiya, were also unveiled.

The videos, new product images, Vi-

sual Merchandising Plans, and more

are available on www.CalExotics.com.

F E A T U R E

Susan Colvin, President and CEO of California Exotic Novelties, talking to Rich Pyne,

Scott Dantis, Bethann Smith, and Bob Pyne Jr. of US distributor Williams Trading 

Several new products have been added to the

successful product line Scandal 

Austin Ferdinand, Sales Manager

at California Exotic Novelties

The California Exotic Novelties

stand at ANME 
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pjur  group has  made a golden event  o f  the ANME Founders

Show in  Los  Angeles :  The draw of  golden g i f t  cards  and golden

g i veaways  a t t rac ted  th rongs  o f  v i s i t o r s  to  t he  pe r sona l

 lubr icant  company’s  s tand.  The p ju r  Gold Bar  was  a l so  a great

p lace to  re lax  over  a  cof fee and escape the hus t le  and bus t le

of  the fa i r  fo r  a  few minutes .  

pjur Go for Gold

Why make such a splash? pjur is celebrating its 20th

anniversary at this year's b2b fairs. As part of these

2015 birthday celebrations, pjur is giving away real

gold bars in the US, Australia and Europe, and for all

the retailers, there is also a chance to win unique pjur

party packages. 

At ANME, the Go for Gold campaign really drew in

the crowds. Retailers were particularly taken with the

brand-new POS packages and the pjur top-sellers

with a golden banderole: “The design and features
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pjur adds value to ANME
and SHE fairs in Los Angeles

of the materials were praised, because they will turn

every shop - online and offline - into a real eye-cat-

cher,” says Richard Harris, CEO of pjur USA. “Of course,

the draw for the gift cards gave our stand an enor-

mous boost. We came here to celebrate our anni-

versary together with our customers, and that has

worked out perfectly.”

Two SHE awards for pjur

Just four days later, the first Sexual Health Expo (SHE)

for consumers opened its doors in Los Angeles. pjur

was a Gold Sponsor of the event and, with its high-

Go for Gold in the USA 

pjur received two SHE Awards 

Proud winners of two SHE Awards:

Riche Harris (pjur USA), Yasmeen Chism (pjur USA)

and Alexander Giebel (pjur group) 

exclusive
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quality personal lubricants, was welcomed enthusi-

astically, in particular by the many female visitors. 

For pjur med Repair Glide, the company won a co-

veted SHE Award in the category “Best Sexual Health

Product for Women”, and the top-seller pjur Original

won the award for “Best Sex Enhancement Product”. 

Purity scores points with female guests

The pjur group stand also drew a crowd here – and

no wonder. There was a lot of interesting information

about the company, its products and promotions, as
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well as product samples for interested guests. pjur

med personal lubricant, with natural and nature-iden-

tical ingredients, and the two products for women,

pjur Woman, which is silicone-based, and pjur Woman

Nude, a water-based product with no additives, im-

pressed women across the board. “Customers who

value sustainability and quality are at the right place

when they come to pjur. This is what made our pre-

sence at the retail trade fair such a hit. We’re also

very proud of our two SHE awards, which are a further

sign of our success here,” says Alexander Giebel,

founder and CEO of the pjur group. 

SHE targeted singles and couples of all ages who are

interested in the latest facts, studies, tips, and tricks

relating to the subject of sex. pjur and many other

exhibitors put on workshops, presentations, and much

more, drawing in a large number of visitors and put-

ting a smile on a lot of faces. 
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Yasmeen Chism, the Golden Girl,

at the Golden Bar 

Yasmeen Chism (pjur USA),

the Gold Card winner,

and Richie Harris (pjur USA) 

The pjur stand at ANME 
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“What makes it special is that in addition to the

three vibrators. It is the only sex toy that can

change the dimensions for a couple while making love,“

explains Lawrence Mark, founder of the company and

inventor of the product. Lovers' Dream offers great plea-

sure for both partners, him and her. The man can look

forward to a more intense, tighter feeling because

“when he pushes over the bulb, it will stimulate him

where it counts“. At the same time, she will have the

feeling that his penis is longer and thicker. “And if

the bullet vibe is in the anus position, he will

be pushed onto her G-spot,“ Mark

 continues, pointing out another great

quality of the product.

Lovers' Dream will surely find nume-

rous fans in all kinds of customer

groups, and many will also use it as a

solo toy, but the primary target

 audience the producers are aiming for

are married couples: “Our main target

market for this product would be married
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One of the biggest trends the erotic industry has seen recently is products that cater not

 exclusively to her or him, but offer something for both instead. But not everything that is

 adver tised as a “couples product“ actually is one, and often, the term is primarily used as a

marketing shell. A toy that can be used by two people at the same time is not automatically

a couples toy. A toy that definitely fits the bil l, however, is Lovers' Dream from Blue Dreams

Global Inc. (BDGI), a product that is now entering the final phase of development.

“Our main target market for this
 product would be married couples.“

 couples,  however,  the different concepts, shapes, sizes,

and electronic configurations each have their own

 unique appeal.“ Apart from that group and the sex toy

market at large, Mark also sees a bright future for his

creation in the segment for extenders and vagina tighte-

ners, in the gay scene, and in the medical realm.

The idea for Lovers' Dream already came to Mark

 several years ago, but it was only last year that he made

the concept a reality. “In March 2014, I signed an agree-

ment with my design company. I sent

them the designs I had done previo-

usly, and we had many hours of

discussions about what I wanted

and what my patent  allowed me

to create without infringing on

any other  products,“ says the in-

ventor, describing the initial

phase of the project. “The digital

design was finally completed and

silicone shapes were sent to me

Lawrence Mark and Michael Basset present their couples product Lovers' Dream

exclusive
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inventor and company founder

Lawrence Mark, Lovers' Dream

Blue Dreams Global spokesperson 

Michael Bassett,
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for testing.  After test  feedback from

quite a few couples, the shape was

altered one final time. The electronic

prototype was eventually comple-

ted and sent to me for testing. It

took several changes before I 

was satisfied, and now, I'm keen to

test the first  production samples

from China.“ 

At the moment, there is a crowd -

funding campaign on Indigogo to

get the necessary means so the first

batch of Lovers' Dream can go into

production. Independent of the

 outcome of the fundraiser

 campaign, the first toys will be

 manufactured in early April. „We are

well on track for our first production

run in April and hope to start selling

in the US market by June. Hopefully,

BDGI can start shipping to 

other markets from October or

 November 2015.“

Another important aspect of

 product development has already

been covered as the company

 obtained patents in various

 countries to protect their innovation.

Mark feels that this step is pivotal for

the success of this company. “It’s

my invention, I created the idea

 myself, I have struggled with

 developing it over many years, I

have sacrificed a lot of time and

money to this idea, so it would be

foolish if, after all of this time and

 effort, I allowed someone to come

along and make profit off my idea,

without my consent,“ he explains,

and Michael Basset, the spokesper-

son of Blue Dreams Global, adds:

“There will always be copy cats, and

we have a sharp legal team eager

to deal with them.“

No doubt, this is an important step

to make sure that  the company

has a long and successful future in

the market for erotic products. But

to thrive in this competitive environ-

ment is a challenge for any com-

pany, especially since more and

more competitors enter the market,

looking to get a piece of the pie.

But Basset is not worried by the

 prospect of steep competition. “To

succeed in the long term, you need

to produce consistent and reliable

quality products that consumers

can actually successfully use to

achieve the desired result. It’s about

fulfilling expectations. Ergonomics,

quality, modern, body safe

 materials, ease of use, longevity and

a sensible price point- all these

 variables play a vital role,“

 emphasises Basset, who has years

of experience in the erotic industry

to draw from. The inventor of Lovers'

Dream is equally undaunted by the

thought of more competition in the

market. “I’ve never been concerned

about competition.  I have original

ideas, I stay ahead of the curve,

and I’m not a follower. As long as

others don’t infringe on my ideas

and patents, I'm not really concer-

ned.  I think competition is healthy,

it is great for the consumers, and it

stimulates the market in general.“

But one question still needs to be

asked: What exactly is a couples

product anyway? Michael Bassest

suggests the following definition: “A

couples product is used predomi-

nantly by a couple together to

 promote simultaneous orgasm.“ But

of course, that doesn't mean one

can't use the toy without the partner.

“The Lovers’ Dream is an intimate

couple’s product, however it is also

suitable for solo play, like most adult

pleasure products.“ If you want to

get a first look at the Lovers' 

Dream before it hits the market, you

might want to book a plane 

ticket to Las Vegas as the product

will have its world premiere at the

International Lingerie Show (March

30 to April 1, 2015).

F E A T U R E

Lovers' Dream can be used in many different ways

Lovers' Dream has been designed to offer a fulfilling

intimate experience to both partners
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”Before launching this new colour, we did a lot of mar-

keting research and talked a lot with our resellers

and consumers,“ says Michelle Wei of Nami Tong when

asked about the new versions of their products. “We found

that quite a lot of customers would like to have a blue

“Better than Chocolate 2”, so we responded accordingly.“

Apart from the colour, the new products offer all the fea-

tures, the functionality, and the fun of the original, including

the innovative i-touch controls that had taken customers

and industry experts by storm and earned the company

a Red Dot Design Award. The i-touch controls consist of a

touch-sensitive slider that controls the vibration of the toy.

“While we made it a bit smaller to better fit female hands,

it still features the same award-winning ergonomic shape

and of course the i-touch technology. Furthermore, it is

now rechargeable and made of a soft medical-grade si-

licone, allowing for extraordinary sensations,“ Wei explains,

listing the strong points of the product.

The designers at Nomi Tang have also livened up another

product with a fresh new colour: “intiMate.“ Apart from the

classical red-violet and pink versions, intiMate is now also

available in vivid purple. And there is a very real

possibility that the Nomi Tang toy will grace

the shelves of erotic retail stores in

even more colour versions

before long. “We al-

ways listen to our
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Sometimes, it  is enough to change the l i tt le details of a product. When Nomi Tang launched

their  v ibrator “Better than Chocolate 2“in October 2013, the company had a clear focus

on “evolut ion instead of revolut ion“. This st rategy paid off  as the cl i tor is  st imulator ended

up being one of the top-sel l ing erot ic products of 2014 for the company from Hong Kong.

Apar t f rom Better than Chocolate 2, the kegel t rainer “ int iMate“ also racked up impressive

sales f igures. But that 's  not the only reason why Nomi Tang decided to give these two

 products a new look.

“They’ll sell even better“

customers, and if we see enough demand for a new

 popular colour, we will certainly help our trade partners to

supply that specific colour.“

We want to know which qualities a product has to deliver

to become a top-seller, and Wei answers that, to be a

success, you have to incorporate not just a few, but all

characteristics of a modern health and pleasure pro-

duct. “An ergonomic design made of high quality, skin-

friendly materials is expected nowadays,“ she clarifies,

adding that, furthermore “IntiMate is offered at a very

competitive price and packaged in Nomi Tang’s signa-

ture gift box design which makes it a perfect, stylish, and

luxurious gift for birthdays, Valentine’s Day, Christmas, or

other special occasions.“

Nomi Tang recently launched their first toy for men, called

“Spotty“, and while it has all the makings of another

 resounding success, Wei feels that “Better than Chocolate

2“ and “intiMate“ will continue to be the top-sellers in the

company's range, also in 2015. “We’re confident about

that since both products are just at the beginning of their

life cycle, and we believe they’ll sell even better since we

are going to invest more into marketing and branding this

year.“ Fans of the two toys who have already made room

for the follow-up version in their bed stand may have to

wait a little longer, though. While Nomi Tang is constantly

working on new products and updates, a third version of

the vibrator or a “intiMate 2“ are not on the agenda as of

yet. Wei explains: “Since “Better than Chocolate 2” and

“IntiMate” have not been on the market that long, we will

not launch another new version in 2015.“ 

New colours for “Better than Choclate 2“ and “intiMate“ from Nomi Tang

exclusive
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Tang's top-sellers in 2014

“Better than Chocolate 2“

is now also available in blue
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Anetwork particularly eager to make the best of the si-

tuation is Ello who advertise their site by stating that

they don't consider their users a product. Therefore, they

won't grant access to user data to third parties or adverti-

sers, and there will be no advertising. What's more, while

Facebook frowns on members using pseudonyms, fake

names are expressly permitted on Ello. The network is still in

beta phase and can only be used via invite. At peak

times, 30,000 users request access per hour, and  more

than a million people used the site in October alone, as

reported by “Wired“ - with another three million users waiting

for access. At the moment, the team is still adding new

features to be able to really stand up to Facebook. Whet-

her this plan succeeds when the site becomes available

to the public or not depends largely on the number of

people Ello can lure away from FB with their much more

user-friendly data protection policy. 

Unlike claims made by several other social networks, this

dedication to strict data regulation is more than just an
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I f  you want to create a presence for  your

company in the realm of  social  networks,

there 's  no gett ing around Facebook.  W i th

more than 1.3 bil l ion active users worldwide,

the social media behemoth eclipses all the

other sites in this f ield – and exploits this do-

minant posit ion any way it  sees f i t .  For in-

stance, star ting in 2015, even more user data

wil l  be recorded and there wil l  be even less

suppor t for free marketing campaigns. Well,

the things you can do when you rule the mar-

ket ...  But given these unpopular practices,

many compet i tors  see an oppor tuni ty  to

make inroads into Facebook ter r itory.

It doesn't have 
to be Facebook

empty promise because Ello is obliged to apply to certain

rules based on the current business type: In October, Ello

was turned into a so-called public benefit corporation,

meaning there are some basic, unchangeable tenets –

and not even a change of ownership could change that.

That notwithstanding, several companies feel that this is a

promising project, so much so, as a matter of fact, that

they  have already invested close to six million dollars in

Ello. To make the site financially viable, the creators have

chosen to go with the freemium model, i.e. the users can

use all the regular features for free, but they have to pay a

small fee for extras such as personalised sites or a joint

log-in for several accounts. Using more than just one

 account is actually a very interesting option here, thanks

to a special feature of Ello – if you declare an account

“Not Safe For Work“, you can also post risqué or even

 borderline-pornographic content.

One of Ello's rivals is a network called Nerofix, a site that

also hopes to win over FB members with a user-friendly

data protection policy tailored to European standards. 

Fishing for users with data protection and reward systems

exclusive
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As far as funding the network is concerned,

the creators rely on voluntary member fees.

Since data protection alone won't be a sufficient reason

for many to change sides – in spite of the well-documen-

ted scandals – other up-and-coming networks are trying

to lure in users with monetary incentives, the leaders of the

pack being Tsu, Synereo and quite well-known Reddit. Un-

like Ello, Tsu's general layout and structure are reminiscent

of Facebook. However, there is one big difference: A large

share of the profits generated with contributions goes back

to the user. The general ratio is: 45 per cent go to the aut-

hor, ten per cent go to Tsu, and the remaining 45 per cent

go to the user's so-called “Family Tree“. Said “Family Tree“

does not consist of family members, as the name might

suggest, but of other members who have supported the

user or other users on a higher level in the chain – the

whole thing is very similar to a pyramid scheme in that re-

spect, and it has already made Tsu the target of harsh

 criticism, although, of course, it is a perfectly legal multi-

level system where even those who join in much later

have a chance at making some profits. Also, one mustn't

forget that the whole thing is free, i.e. there are no costs

for using the site. Only time will tell if this system can attract

enough users to make it profitable in the long run. And

while being a big draw, the money aspect may also have

negative effects on the content. Since many users will use

the site with the expected profits in mind, it may well be

that the content lacks the passion and heart that you find

on other networks. 

Social news aggregator Reddit also wants to reward the

authors of its content in the future. The latest funding round

swept 50 million dollars into the company's coffers and

the investors agreed that  ten per cent of said equity be

distributed among the Reddit community. To make the

system work, Reddit is currently planning to establish their

own crypto-currency a la Bitcoins that can be paid out to

create an incentive for the users to provide content. But,

as Reddit CEO Yishan Wong explained, there are still many

hurdles in the way, and it is not inconceivable that the

whole programme might not come together after all.

Synereo wants to combine all of these different ap-

proaches, reviving the concept of a decentralised network

that had already been introduced by Diaspora in 2010.

The system is based on the blockchain technology that

has also helped make Bitcoins a success. The goal is to

achieve a much higher level of security and privacy than

you'd get with other solutions. Since everybody can start

their own Synereo server and all the content in the network

is encrypted, it is impossible for intelligence services to

grab all the user data in one fell swoop. Synereo is really

aiming high here: They promise complete transparency,

the system can be used completely independent of the

developers, and it can't be blocked. The network currency

is called AMP, and users receive it for contributing to the

site with technical support or content; alternatively, AMP

can also be purchased in a crowdfunding phase. Using

this AMP can help create more awareness for certain

content – which will make the currency particularly inte-

resting for advertisers. Moreover, every account is rated

with respect to the quality and the reach of the created

content; to that purpose, a point system called “Reo“

has been developed. The higher the “Reo“ score, the

more you have to pay to reach the user. Of all the

 networks presented in this article, Syenereo is probably

the one that is still farthest away from launching. So far,

it's not even in beta phase.

And last but not least, there is Inlope, a network that is only

compatible with iOS devices such as iPhones or iPads at

the moment. Officially, it's a project from the stables of

Harvard University Ventures, supported by none other than

Microsoft, but actually, it is kind of a German affair since

the company is the brainchild of two students from Munich.

The goal of this network is to establish contacts between

users from a certain area who share the same interests.

These users can then communicate with each other and

plan activities. For instance, you could find a partner for

your next game of gold or tennis, or you could get help

quickly if there is an emergency. Inlope plans to expand

worldwide soon.
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“Jimmyjane caters   
always keeping the   
Scala Playhouse is the exclusive distributor of Jimmyjane in Europe  
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News that Scala Playhouse is  now the exclusive source of

Jimmyjane products in Europe has spread like wildfire across

the erot ic market.  Considering the popular i ty of,  and de-

mand for this high-end US brand, that kind of interest is  not

real ly surpr is ing. To give our readers some background in-

formation about the distr ibution agreement, EAN asked Berry

Koldewijn, the Director of Scala Playhouse, for an inter view.
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  to all tastes – while 
  focus on quality.”
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B E R R Y  K O L D E W I J N

Congratulations on your sales

agreement with Jimmyjane!

What where the deciding factors

for Scala to pick up the high qua-

lity brand from the US?

Berry Koldewijn: Jimmyjane offers

both the high-end luxury toys and

the more affordable items like the

ICONIC collection. The brand is

known for its innovative, smart de-

signs and great quality products.

Jimmyjane is a wonderful addition

to our Scala Playhouse assortment.

It has something for everyone, just

exclusive
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as Scala Play-

house aims to

be a one-stop-

shop for every

customer. Whet-

her you desire an

affordable, yet

powerful ICONIC bullet

or whether you’re more in-

terested in a luxury toy as the

FORM 2; Jimmyjane caters to all tastes

– while always keeping the focus on qua-

lity. That mentality is a perfect match

with our own company values. 

The brand Jimmyjane hasn’t had a

huge presence on the European mar-

ket in the past years. Scala Playhouse

is about to change that. For all those

who don't know much about Jimmyjane;

what makes this line so special?

Berry Koldewijn: Jimmyjane has been available

on the European market before - even in our own

Scala Playhouse stores - and the sales figures were

always very pleasing. The beauty of Jimmyjane is that

it really combines great quality, innovative design,

and luxurious aesthetics to create one-of-a-kind items.

Even the packaging of the products oozes quality.

And the ranges are quite compact which makes

them very suitable for in-store presentation; they take

up little space but have great visual impact.  

You have an exclusive distribution agreement that

makes Scala Playhouse the only distributor of

 Jimmyjane in Europe. Why does Scala want this

 exclusivity for Jimmyjane?

Berry Koldewijn: Thanks to our exclusive distribution

agreement, we are able to guard the cost versus

quality balance of the brand. Jimmyjane products

are the result of years of research and investments,

meaning that the current pricing is an accurate

 reflection of what the toys are worth. The exclusivity

we are granted prevents the eruption of a price war,

which is in the best interest of the brand, Scala

 Playhouse, and our customers. 
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Which regions does the exclusive

 distribution agreement apply to? 

Is Russia also a part of it? 

Berry Koldewijn: We have an exclu-

sive distribution agreement for

Europe, and have a non-exclusive

agreement for Russia. 

Which expectations

does Scala Play-

house have for

Jimmyjane and

the exclusive

distribution?

Berry Koldewijn:

We expect a

very significant

growth in the Eu-

ropean share of

Jimmyjane. We

hope to see the brand

flourish and become as po-

pular here as it is in the United

States. Several of the Jimmyjane products have won im-

pressive awards and the magazine Cosmopolitan even

named the FORM 6 the ‘#1 Best New Sex Toy’ of the

year. We expect the brand to live up to the high ex-

pectations and bring Europe a whole lot of satisfaction;

for our customers in their sales figures and for end-users

in the bedroom. 

Will Scala Playhouse try to pick up more brands for

exclusive distribution in the future?

Berry Koldewijn: That is something we will pursue in

the future as it fits our one-stop-shop concept. To us,

exclusivity means we are guaranteed of stock, can

market the brand very effectively, and are also able

to keep an eye on the price versus quality balance. 

Jimmyjane is definitively a high-quality luxury brand. Will

Scala put a stronger emphasis on this market segment?

Berry Koldewijn: It’s not a case of putting a stronger

emphasis on luxury brands; it’s about having an as-

sortment that satisfies all our customers. Luxury brands

have gained popularity and end-users are willing to

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Scala Playhouse will

spread its attention

evenly across all fields

and all price ranges to

remain a one-stop-shop

for all.”

................................ 

“

Berry Koldewijn,

Director of Scala Playhouse 
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pay more for their toys, such as some of the Jimmy-

jane products. However, Scala Playhouse will spread

its attention evenly across all fields and all price ran-

ges to remain a one-stop-shop for all. 

The benefits of an exclusive distribution agreement are

obvious. But how will Scala and Jimmyjane make sure

that this sales partnership will not be undermined?

Berry Koldewijn: Jimmyjane products will only be

available through Scala Playhouse, so unless one of

our own partners markets the products, we’ll instantly

know if a third-party is undermining us. As I stated

 earlier, for Scala Playhouse it’s important to keep the

product pricing fair and just, both for the brand as for

our customers. We will check and source on parties

who interfere with this, both on b2b and b2c level. 

Will only Scala distribute Jimmyjanes products to 

the market or will there be sub-distributors involved 

in certain cases?

Berry Koldewijn: We have a number of sub-distributors

who can market our products, also including Jimmy-

jane products. Scala Playhouse has a strong, trust-

worthy relationship with these sub-distributors and we

are therefore very confident that they will respect our

vision and the current pricing and positioning of the

Jimmyjane brand.
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Is the whole range of Jimmyjane products available

at Scala or will you only pick up selected items?

Berry Koldewijn: Yes. We have all the toys, ranging

from the FORM-series to the ICONIC collection. We

also stock the Jimmyjane massage candles in various

scents and will be offering the new Hello Touch X

upon release. 

Does Scala support the retail with POS materials so it

can successfully market Jimmyjane?

Berry Koldewijn: Absolutely! We have great POS materials

available that enables our customers to present Jimmy-

jane the way it deserves to be presented; sophisticated,

sleek, and as a must-have for any customer.

I N T E R V I E W
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Jimmyjane products will only be

available through Scala Playhouse,

so unless one of our own partners markets

the products we’ll instantly know if a

third-party is undermining us.”

................................ 

“
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Has 2014 been kind to Orion Fachgeschäfte GmbH?

Jens Seipp: We were happy with the way last year went.

Once again, we managed to keep the sales figures on

a stable level, and some of our ORION Fachgeschäfte

GmbH retail stores even achieved two-digit growth in

their turnover.

Where do you see the biggest challenges for the 

erotic trade at the moment?

Jens Seipp: The industry is still fighting an uphill battle

because we haven't managed to break free of the bad

image erotic products have in certain circles. We have

to continue with our efforts and anchor this industry in

the mainstream of society. Eroticism and sexuality are

perfectly normal, part and parcel of human life. I know

that in many areas, our industry is much better than this

outdated reputation would have people believe. We

have to create awareness for the real erotic industry.

The internet has opened up new channels of distribution,

and online shops have lured away many consumers from

the brick and mortar stores, creating serious problems for

many store owners. Would you say that we have reached

an equilibrium between online and walk-in shops, or will

the online trade become even more dominant? Is it ap-

propriate to still differentiate so strictly between the two?
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With more than 150 stores and a rich history that has its roots in 1940s, Orion Fachgeschäfte

GmbH is cer tainly one of the f lagship companies of the erot ic industr y,  and not just  in Ger-

many. Jens Seipp who supervises the marketing and communication depar tment f rom the

company's headquar ters in Bieber tal,  took the t ime for an inter view with EAN to explain

how continuity and innovation go hand in hand in the ORION Fachgeschäf te GmbH retai l

stores. He also shed some l ight on the company's future plans, and he told us how one

can st i l l  expand when one has such a wide and t ight-knit  network of stores.

“We have to continue   
anchor the industry in the

Jens Seipp: Turnover in the brick and mortar trade has

been stable last year, and will continue to be so this

year, if predictions are correct. The consumers are still

in the mood for shopping, but of course, it is up to them

to decide where they get their information and their

products, and where they feel more comfortable. In

our retail stores, we offer a great shopping experience

to our customers, so they can enjoy picking the right

product in a pleasant atmosphere. Of course, ORION

Fachgeschäfte GmbH also has an online shop, offering

everything you'd expect from an e-commerce outlet. 

I guess it is up to each retailer to decide if he wants to

focus on only one of these channels of distribution.

Jens Seipp talks about Orion Fachgeschäfte GmbH 

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH want to continue

on their course of expansion in 2015
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  with our efforts and 
mainstream of society.“

Many customers value the personal

advice they get in brick and mortar

stores. With more than 50 years 

of experience under your belt,

ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

 definitely qualifies as a traditional

company. But does that also mean

the consumers place particular 

trust in your company?

Jens Seipp: At ORION Fachge-

schäfte GmbH, we have always

been confident that we can meet

the expectations of our customers,

be it in terms of sales advice or ser-

vice, i.e. all the things you can't

 duplicate in an online shop. So we

are not afraid of the competition on

the internet at all because we know

that our customers trust ORION

Fachgeschäfte GmbH and the

people  representing the brand –

 after all, it is these people who will

answer their questions in the store.

Wherever you live in Germany, the

next ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

store is no more than a 30 minute

car drive away. This raises an inte-

resting question: Is there even room

to expand for Orion Fachgeschäfte

any more?

Jens Seipp: With more than 150 sto-

res in Germany, we have created a

tightly knit network over the course

of the years. But there are still nume-

rous towns on our personal wish list,

and we'd definitely like to open

ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH stores

there. And with so many outlets, the-

re's always some work to be done

on existing stores. That may mean

moving to a better location within a

town or revamping the store, which

usually happens with every store after

10 years at the most.

Will ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

continue to focus exclusively on Ger-

many, or could you imagine ope-

ning stores in other countries as well?

Jens Seipp: Expanding abroad has

never been an option we really loo-

ked into at ORION Fachge-

schäfte GmbH. But you

mustn't forget the

14 stores in

Austria and

the 4 stores in Denmark, plus one store

in Norway and one in Spain. They are

run by our partners, so in a way, we

are already present abroad.

The past years have been shaped

by the growing societal accep-

tance of erotic products. There can

be no doubt that the erotic trade

has benefited from this change. But

was the trade also able to keep up

with these developments?

Jens Seipp: Of course, I can only

speak for ORION Fachgeschäfte

GmbH here, but I feel that we have

J E N S  S E I P P

.......

I know that our

industry is much

better than our repu-

tation would have

people believe.“

- Jens Seipp

..........................

“
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definitely managed to stay abreast of the current de-

velopments in the market and in society. We have cus-

tomers in all areas of society and in all age groups. This

shows how well-accepted ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

is among the consumers. Ultimately, this is the result of

our business policy – a policy that has been geared to-

wards the needs and wishes of the customers from the

very beginning.

ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH has a great presence in

the market, which obviously helps increase acceptance

among the consumers. What do you do to keep this

presence up?

Jens Seipp: Well, there are many different paths to achieve

that goal. For instance, we were the first retail chain in the

German erotic market who have been successful with TV

advertisements. Apart from that, we have been very active

in terms of sponsoring, creating public awareness for the

brand all across the nation via a host of different activities.

When talking to trade members, it's usually the same

key qualities that are mentioned: being inviting, being

couples-friendly, and offering quality advice. Is that

enough to get the consumers into the erotic stores?
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What do the stores of ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

have to offer?

Jens Seipp: Well, apart from the qualities you just men-

tioned – which are definitely a prerequisite for any retail

store – there are also other elements that help bind the

customer to your store. For instance, we have remained

faithful to our concept for many years. This consistency

and stability creates trust among the consumers. The

recipe for the success of our ORION Fachgeschäfte

GmbH stores is to take all of these elements and com-

bine them the right way.

Are people stopping by an erotic store when they are

on a shopping spree, or do they usually just come in

when they have something specific on their mind?

Jens Seipp: Both. Of course, the ratio of stopping by to

seeking out depends largely on the location of the store.

You can't really compare a store in a shopping mall or

at a busy train station to a store in the middle of

nowhere. But naturally, the market needs both types of

stores, and there are consumers for all of them.

Have the products in your stores changed over the course

of the years, together with the customer behaviour?

I N T E R V I E W
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The ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH

store in the centre of Berlin 
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What were the top-sellers in the ORION Fachgeschäfte

GmbH stores last year?

Jens Seipp: You can't be successful in the retail trade if

you don't adapt your product range. The long, slow de-

cline of DVD has been going on for several years now,

and at the same time, demand for fetish products and

toys has gone up considerably. Of course, we have ta-

ken that into account when revamping and modernising

our stores. Lingerie products continue to be one of the

top-selling categories in our stores as well. 

A trend that has been gaining momentum lately is the

combination of sex toys and smartphones. Is there great

demand for these products in your stores? And would

you say that this is a real innovation or just a gimmick

that won't be of real significance in the long run?

Jens Seipp: At the end of the day, there is a market for

everything, especially for technological novelties such

as this combination of smartphones and toys. At the

moment, it seems to be a fad rather than a gold rush,

however. I am not under the impression that this is the

next revolution, at least that's not the vibe I get from

these products. But things may be very different a few

months from now, who knows. There is certainly potential

for growth in this area.

It is still difficult to publicly advertise erotic products in ge-

neral and sex toys in particular.  Are the consumers aware

of brands in the erotic market nonetheless? Are they as-

king for specific brands when they visit your stores?

Jens Seipp: Well, I'd say that, compared to a few years

back, it has definitely become much easier to create

awareness for sex toys in public. But of course, it's still a

tricky subject, so you need to know how to go about it in

a way that won't offend. High-quality silicone products

are in great demand, and many customers ask specifi-
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cally for those. For instance, Womanizer was one of the

most sought-after product in the 2014 holiday season.

Does ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH also offer private

brands? How important are private label products to

hold your own against the competition on the internet

where products are often sold at lower prices?

Jens Seipp: You have already touched on the crux of

the matter. Private brands have become extremely im-

portant to the brick and mortar trade. ORION Fachge-

schäfte GmbH has private brands in all categories of

our assortment. But private brands are nothing new; this

concept has been around for decades. We have estab-

lished numerous private labels over the course of the

past years, especially in the toy segment. In addition to

that, we have also produced exclusive products in col-

laboration with our partners, so we can offer our custo-

mers something unique.

What can you tell us about the plans ORION Fachge-

schäfte GmbH has for the new year?

Jens Seipp: Apart from modernising and expanding existing

stores, we are also going to open several new stores and

close down a few smaller outlets. We are confident that

we will be able to satisfy our customers once again with a

healthy marketing mix and quality products. All in all, we

are very optimistic about the months to come.

I N T E R V I E W
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High-quality silicone products

are in great demand, and many

customers ask specifically for

those. For instance, Womanizer was

one of the most sought-after pro-

ducts in the 2014 holiday season.“

..............................

“

The ORION Fachgeschäfte GmbH shop in

Frankenthal, Rhineland-Palatinate

Particularly successful:

fetish products and toys
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At first glance, Teddy Love looks like, well, a teddy

bear. But it has some hidden qualities – it's nose

and tongue in particular. Would you mind explaining

to our readers what Teddy Love really is?

Wendy Adams: Teddy Love is a novel product that looks

on the surface like a regular Teddy Bear but has a vibrator

housed in his muzzle which makes his nose and tongue

vibrate very, very, strongly.  The on/off switch is in his left

ear and his right ear controls his speed.    

Could you please tell us how you got the

idea for Teddy Love?

Wendy Adams: I always had Teddy bears

growing up and they were always a source

of love and comfort.  As an adult I always

had Teddy Bears and I was cuddled up

holding one in my arms, under a blanket

one cold, snowy evening.  The bear’s nose

hit my nipple and felt nice so I started playing around

with him and my husband came downstairs. We started

rolling around and playing with the bear and I said that

I think if the Teddy Bear had a vibrator in his nose, it

would be erotic.  He then ran with the idea and we de-

veloped Teddy Love through an engineering company. 

The response to your idea and the product it resulted

in have been highly positive. What is your explanation

for the success?
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Wendy Adams has achieved something very rare: She has created a product that is  so

 dif ferent f rom everything else in the market that she has every r ight to cal l  Teddy Love –

that ' s  the name of  her  innovat ive product  –  a paradigm sh i f ter.  In  our  in ter v iew,  the

 American inventress explains how she got the idea for this one-of-a-kind cross between a

teddy bear and a vibrator.

“Teddy Love is completely unique and will   
women and men look at adult toys.”

Wendy Adams: I believe that Teddy Love is so different

and unique but it fills a need that women aren’t getting

from traditional sex toys.  The product is very discreet

and can be left on top of a bed, you can cuddle with

him after you are done having an orgasm, he can be

placed into different positions and is non-phallic.    

What is your day job, if I may ask? Have there already

been points of contact with the market for erotic pro-

ducts prior to Teddy Love?

Wendy Adams: I am in the pro-

cess of launching Teddy Love and

soon other products which has

been really fun.  This is our first entry

into this marketplace and there is

a lot we have learned but there is

much more to learn.  We have

 secured major distributors and 

 retailers in the US market and have our spokes-model

Britney Amber so we are really making headway into

the adult toy industry. We are up for 4 XBiz awards and

2 AVN awards, so we are proud of the impact we have

made so far. 

Sex toys are judged by their design, their functionality,

and now also their technological features. Did your

confidence never waver getting into this highly

 competitive market?

.................

Our product, Teddy

Love, really is a

paradigm shifter.”

................................ 
“

exclusive
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  shift the way 

Watch out, here comes Teddy Love!
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Wendy Adams: Our product, Teddy

Love, really is a paradigm shifter.

Also, not many adult sex toys are

developed by women as surprising

as that may be.  Of course when

are launching a product and com-

pany large amounts of capital are

necessary and it is a gamble. We

have a unique design and Teddy

Love has great utility so we are con-

fident in the future of our brand.    

Would you say that Teddy Love is a

response to the bulk of today's sex

toys, many of which can look a little

sterile at times?

Wendy Adams: I believe that most

toys are a remake of the same type

of product over and over.  Teddy

Love is completely unique and will

shift the way women and men look

at adult toys.

Today, every other vibrator is praised

as a product for couples. What about

Teddy Love? Can it also improve the

sexual experience of partners?

Wendy Adams: Teddy Love can be

used by men as well as women.  For

women if Teddy Love is placed in

front it can be left in place hands

free so she can do other naughty

things with her partner.  For men

Teddy Love can be used with the

nose hitting the anus and the ton-

gue hitting the taint. It is a really fun

gift that will keep gi-

ving all year long ins-

tead of a regular teddy

bear, chocolates or flo-

wers. It is a non-phallic

product that looks adora-

ble in a box and men are

buying Teddy Love as the

perfect gift.    

Discretion seems to be

one of Teddy Love's

strong points as you

can't really tell what it

is when you see it. Is

that element important

to consumers' when they

go shopping for a sex toy?

Wendy Adams: I have he-

ard stories of children finding

women’s sex toys and the em-

barrassment it creates.  Teddy

Love is not only discreet when pur-

chasing it but can be left out in the

open without fear of children run-

ning downstairs in front of company

flailing Mom’s sex toy.  Also, the on-

off switch is located in Teddy Love’s

back and his ears turn him on and

then makes the motor go faster, so

kids are not going to figure that out.    

How long did it take to make your

idea a reality? How long before  

you first sketch had become the

 finished product?

Britney Amber is the face

of the Teddy Love campaign

W E N D Y  A D A M S
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Wendy Adams: Teddy Love took 1.5 years to develop

and 4 prototypes to develop. We kept tweaking the

prototypes to get them to get him to where he is today.  

Teddy bears have soft, fluffy fur, and so does Teddy

Love, the unique combination of cuddly toy and vibra-

tor. But what about the hygiene aspect? How do you

clean Teddy Love, and how does that go together with

the fur?

Wendy Adams: Teddy Love’s fur is made out of polyester

and his muzzle is made out of silicone.  Teddy Love is

very easy to clean, just use soap and water on a

washcloth, use baby wipes or alternate with between

adult toy cleaner.  You cannot submerge him under

water because of the circuit board, wiring, and com-

puter chip though.    

Who is the target audience you are aiming for with

Teddy Love?

Wendy Adams: Our target audience are women  18-

45, however, since Teddy Love is a great gift any man

or women over the age of 18 years of age are our

target audience.

Don't teddy bears become unfashionable at a 

certain age?

Wendy Adams: Never! 

Who should European retailers turn to if they want to

add Teddy Love to their range? Which distribution part-

ners do you have in Europe?

Wendy Adams: Eropartner in Holland and Adora Live in

Australia are carrying our product. You can also pur-

chase Teddy Love via our website www.teddylove.net

or through Williams Trading online.

Are there already plans for other Teddy Love products

or accessories?

Wendy Adams: Yes we are taking orders for custom

 tuxedos with little paw paddles. We also have other

 products in development where we will leverage our

Teddy Love brand name.

I N T E R V I E W

.................

We have a unique design and Teddy

Love has great utility so we are

confident in the future of our brand.”

................................ 
“

The control unit for the snout vibrator

is hidden in the ears of the teddy bear
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Fol lowing a highly successful  year 2014, Shots Media

star t  into 2015 on a high note – and with a bang, as

the Dutch dist r ibutor has added the Aneros brand to

the product range. EAN talked wi th Shots  mastermind

 Oscar Hei jnen and Aneros '  Director of Sales, Brent Aldon,

about th is  new dist r ibut ion agreement and about the

potential  for prostate toys in the European market.

“Our motto  
but to offer  

Before we talk about the new brand in the Shots Media

portfolio, I'd like to know if Shots  is happy with the

 results and developments of 2014?

Oscar Heijnen: Shots Media has had the best year

in the history of the company. The year 2014 is

really one to remember as we manufactured

and shipped more products than ever before!

We also created and introduced four new

brands, got our logistic departments even

more organised with better and faster trans-

port, and we even employed extra

people who helped us get a better grip

on the various markets. It was an

 exceptional year that makes me 

a proud and very happy man!

And what are your expectations

regarding 2015? How is the

market going to develop?

Oscar: Shots wouldn't be

Shots if we were taking it easy.

We believe in continuous

growth and we are moving

ahead with very big steps. On

the manufacturing side, we

are creating and introducing

I N T E R V I E W
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company was more successful than ever in 2014
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 is not to make a selection,
 all that is available.”

Shots Media now distribute the entire range of the Aneros brand
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more new brands while still innovating

and expanding our existing brands

with competitive products. On the dis-

tribution side, we are trying to continue

to add a new brand nearly every sin-

gle month. Hopefully, our building

plans will get approval soon so our

warehouse can keep up with our

need for more space.

Shots Media has added a new third-

party brand to their range: Aneros.

Which criteria were you looking for,

and how did Aneros live up to them?

Oscar: There was demand for these

great products, and when our custo-

mers ask us for something, we always

try to keep them happy and add the

products to our line up. It´s all part of

the Shots philosophy to try and distri-

bute as many brands as possible, but

only if we can stock the full range of

these specific brands. Our motto is

not to make a selection but to offer

all that is available. For that reason,

we will be stocking up on the com-

plete Aneros range!

What makes this brand special, and

how much potential do you see for it

in the European market? 

Oscar: The Aneros brand covers a

niche market where Shots is not the

number one (yet). As we saw a

growth potential there, we thought

that introducing this brand to our cus-

tomers would be the first step in the

right direction. We are going to add

more products of this type as well as

other niche products to our ever-ex-

panding collection.

How long did it take to perfect the

distribution agreement? Were there

any moot points, or did you and Ane-

ros agree on everything right away?

Oscar: I met with Brent Aldon (Director

of Sales of Aneros) during a sales show

last year. The negotiations there went

very smoothly and quickly. Brent was

very fair to us which helped speed

things up and introduce the brand

pretty quickly. From the initial talks to

the introduction of the products, no

more than 3 months passed!

How does the brand fit in with the

rest of your range, or put differently,

which gaps in your portfolio are

 filled by Aneros? 

Oscar: Prostate toys are very popular

at the moment, and looking at the

brands in this market segment, you

ca see that Aneros is one of the lea-

ding manufacturers. And of course, if

our customers create demand, we

will make sure that we can satisfy it!

Aneros is particularly well-known for their

prostate stimulators. Is Shots planning

to put more emphasis on the market

for male customers in the future?

Oscar: We always keep a sharp eye

on evolving markets, just like we do

with almost all market segments, so

that´s a yes to answer your question.

We have been manufacturing and

distributing many prostate toys, and

we still consider it a growth market

that we want to be a part of.

What can you tell us about the distri-

bution agreement? Shots is distribu-

ting Aneros in Europe as of now, but

you are not the exclusive distributor? 

Oscar: No, we do not have an exclu-

sive agreement. We do not have ex-

clusives on every brand we represent.

We do not think it is necessary as it

might create too much pressure, and

we want to keep the freedom to sell

to our customers what they ask for

and not just what we need to sell.

This has always been, and still is, our

motto. We only go into an exclusive

agreement when there is  huge de-

mand for a product or when there

are other important factors at play.

Aren't exclusive distribution agree-

ments the best way to be successful

with third-party brands? 

Oscar: Sometimes it is, and someti-

mes it isn´t. There is no straightforward

answer to that question because

O S C A R  H E I J N E N
B R E N T  A L D O N
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every brand is different and there are many ins and outs

to be taken into consideration when it comes to an exclu-

sive or non-exclusive agreements.

Is Shots going to offer all the Aneros products, including

upcoming novelties? Where can the European trade order

these products, and when will they be available?

Oscar: Yes, they are online now (www.shots.nl) and ready

to ship directly from our stock. 

Shots Media already has an impressive assortment of third-

party brands as well as a strong collection of white label

products. How and when do you decide whether to cover

a certain product group with a third-party brand, or whet-

her to develop your own line of products?

Oscar: We are a company with very short in-house

 connections and in that sense anybody in our team is

welcomed to come up with an idea for our own line-up

or to point out demand for certain brands.

Will Shots stick with the current ratio of strong third-party

and white label brands, or will the emphasis shift one

way or the other?

Oscar: We will stay faithful to our current business model,

add complete assortments from third-party brands, and ex-

pand the line-up of the brands we manufacture ourselves.

We want to talk about your collaboration with Shots Media,

but first of all, would you mind giving us some information

about Aneros? When did you start the brand? What sets it

apart from the competition?

Brent Aldon: Since 1996, the Aneros company has been

dedicated to bringing its customers unique, effective
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 sexual aids promoting health as well as pleasure, led by

the patented line of hands-free Aneros prostate stimulators.

As a result of years of research and development, Aneros

is the only medically patented prostate massager on the

market. The eponymous Aneros Massagers are by far the

safest and most pleasurable prostate stimulators on the

market today. Every curve, every angle of each model

contributes to a precise, anatomical design which makes

compelling and transcendent experiences like the  Super-

O possible. The hands-free design means users can

achieve these unique pleasures with products working in

harmony with their bodies' own movements. Aneros'

pledge is to continue to deliver safe, innovative products

to its customers quickly and discreetly.

The range of male-oriented products has grown consi-

derably, and today, there are dozens of products for

every taste and preference. How do you position Aneros

in this jungle?

Brent: Aneros is known as the pioneer and global leader in

the prostate world. As the only medically patented line of

hands-free prostate massagers, we position the Aneros de-

vices as a wellness product with the sexual stimulation as an

incentive. As our tagline reads, “Anything Else is Just a Toy!”

What can you tell us about the Aneros range? What kinds

of products does it comprise?

Brent: Aneros has an array of products to target all expe-

rience levels, from beginners to intermediate and advan-

ced. Every single curve and measurement has been stu-

died and researched to align with the curvature of the

anatomy in order to provide unique sensations through

the movement of the pelvic floor muscles.

I N T E R V I E W
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Shots Media: Always future-orientated – snow or no snow
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Would you say that demand for male-oriented products

in the erotic market has gone up?

Brent: Yes. Many years ago, there was a limited number

of male products on the market. From simple strokers to

printed magazines targeted at men. Today, when you

walk into stores or shop online, you will find an impressive

number of male-oriented products available.

Aneros is already a popular brand in the United States,

but so far, it is only little-known in Europe. What is your ex-

planation for this discrepancy?

Brent: We focussed on the market we knew best in order

to refine the message we send to our customers about

Aneros. Prostate products still carry a taboo in the adult

toy industry – most consumers don’t fully understand the

benefits of a prostate massage. With our products leaning

heavily on the sexual wellness market, we had to make

sure and provide the most education possible so that cus-

tomers can truly benefit from using our products. After

years of preparation, we are

now positioned to move our

brand into a global market.

What are your plans for the

European market now that

you have teamed up with

such a renowned distributor

as Shots Media?

Brent: By working closely with

Shots Media, we hope to

provide the same experi-

ence and education that

Aneros is known for in the US.

We don’t want to just be another product sold in the EU,

but instead allow Shots Media to exist as an extension of

the Aneros brand, fully supporting the needs of our custo-

mers globally.

Which criteria are most important to Aneros when looking

for new distribution partners?

Brent: The most important aspect we look for in a distributor

is that he has the same vision as Aneros in regard to bran-

ding, education, and marketing. The Aneros image is al-

ways maintained as the global leader with the only medi-

cally patented prostate massagers.
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There is definitely no dearth of distributors and wholesalers

in the European market. Why did you pick Shots Media?

Which qualities of this company won you over?

Brent: We have researched potential distributors with the

necessary capabilities that share the same vision as Aneros.

Strong sales background is very important, but branding,

marketing, and education is critical to us as well. Shots Me-

dia is a very well-known distributor in the EU region and car-

ries all of the necessary qualities that we are looking for.

There is a lot of debate about the pros and cons of exclu-

sive distribution agreements in the erotic industry. What is

your stance on this topic?

Brent: Exclusivities are great depending on the region and

countries. With the EU being such a powerhouse region, I

think exclusivity may not work due to the areas that may

not be resonated by a distributor. Sales technique and

buying mentality can vary from country to country. 

How do you support Shots Media and 

the European retailers so they can be

successful with Aneros?

Brent: Aneros can be a challenging pro-

duct to understand. We will provide all POS

materials, displays, samples, videos, edu-

cation, training, etc. to ensure that Shots

Media and the retailers really understand

the concept of the Aneros brand and

convey that message and information to

the customers.

Are there considerations to further expand

your distribution network in the future?

Brent: At this time, we are not looking to expand our distri-

bution network in the EU. Our goal is to introduce and con-

tinue the success that our current partners have been

able to achieve. We would like to take it to the next level

without over saturating the market. 

What are your plans for 2015? Which new products 

will you present? What do you have in store for the

 European market?

Brent: We have several new and exciting products that will

be introduced in 2015. Our upcoming products will be fun,

exciting, and innovative, but you’ll have to wait and see.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

We don’t want to just be

another product sold in

the EU, but instead allow

Shots Media to exist as an

extension of the Aneros brand,

fully supporting the needs of

our customers globally.” 

- Brent Aldon

................................ 

“
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The Screaming O has entered into a collaboration with

five leading distributors on four continents. Would it be

exaggerated to say that this is a milestone in the history of

The Screaming O?

Justin Ross: This is certainly a significant move toward

 making The Screaming O a household name in more

 bedrooms around the world, and we’re proud to have

the support of so many industry leaders in the distribution

realm to further help us achieve that goal.

In mainland Europe, you are working with two *new*

 distributors now. Will there be more?
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Early in December 2014, The Screaming O announced that they had closed new distr ibution

agreements for  Europe, Austral ia,  Canada, and South Afr ica. To learn more about this

 mi les tone in  the company ' s  h i s to r y,  EAN asked Jus t in  Ross ,  the founder  o f  The 

Screaming O, for an inter view.

Justin Ross: We’ve had an existing channel established in

Europe for years and these two new deals simply

 strengthens and increases our reach abroad. We’re always

open to and looking for new opportunities to make our

products available in targeted regions.

Why did you pick Tonga and Eropartner? Which criteria

are important for you when looking for the right distri-

bution partners?

Justin Ross: We choose brand ambassadors and distribu-

tors that truly understand the importance of not only selling

the Screaming O brand, but also the value of building

The Screaming O expand their global distribution network

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

“Impulse and point of

Team meeting at The Screaming O
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long-term, mutually beneficial relati-

onships with their customers. We look

for distribution partners with proven

track-records for successful brand-

building, reliable service, strong reach,

and success with quantifiable results

to support it. 

Is it for a reason that you don't work

with a single, exclusive distribution

partner?

Justin Ross: We are truly agnostic

when it comes to methods of distri-

bution, though we do have an exclu-

sive with Creative Conceptions for the

United Kingdom. Their team has the

strongest handle on the UK market

and has championed the Screaming

O brand with impressive results. 

In more vast sales regions, our priority

is to ensure that all our customers can

operate their particular channels to

market in the most efficient and pro-

fitable manner as possible. That said,

we strive to maintain close working

 relationships with our distributors

throughout Europe and look forward

to more opportunities in the future. 

Do these distributors carry the entire

The Screaming O product range?

Justin Ross: Each distributor stocks

a special selection of SKUs that best

fit the target demographics of their

 customers. We recommend buyers

check in with their local or preferred

distributors, and any SKU they don’t

carry can be found at Creative

 Conceptions, our full-line internatio-

nal distributor. 

For those who are not that 

familiar with The Screaming O yet:

What are the big selling points of

your brand? What makes your

 product range special?

Justin Ross: We like to joke that our

products are “gateway toys” for men,

women and couples curious to try sex

toys for the first time. That’s why our

packaging and messaging maintains

a bright, friendly and approachable

tone and never fails to remind

 shoppers that the whole point of ha-

ving sex – and using sex toys – is to

have fun and feel good!

We’ve intentionally set up our selection

of cock rings and mini vibes in a sca-

lable way, from basic to advanced.

Each item provides the same core

benefit (harder erections or clitoral sti-

mulation, for instance) but with diffe-

rent bells and whistles added to each

one to up the ante. Consumers can

start with the original award-winning

Screaming O Vibrating Ring to get the

hang of adding vibration into the

 bedroom, then upgrade to the Screa-

ming O Plus for vibration combined

with erection enhancement, and then

continue experimenting from there.

And by the time these beginners

 gradually become sex toy experts,

they will have established a rapport

and trust with The Screaming O brand

and turn to our more advanced vi-

brating rings to keep their momentum

going. There’s something for every

 level and interest in our catalogue.

What are The Screaming O's goals

for mainland Europe?

Justin Ross: We produce low-cost,

fast-moving products that resonate

with the widest range of people, and

as such, we want our products to be

as easily and widely accessible. While

we are not a luxury or destination

brand, per se, we strive to be a quality,

easy add-on, high-profit option for our

international customers.

The European market is very compe-

titive and populated with countless

products. How will The Screaming O

position its products in this market-

place to secure a piece of the pie?

Justin Ross: The market certainly is

crowded and it can be difficult for

some to make their mark. That’s why

branding is so important – establish a

recognizable logo, brand name, look

and theme and you’ll always stand

out among the rest. But what’s even

J U S T I N  R O S S

.................

We look for distribution partners with proven 

track-records for successful brand-building, 

reliable service, strong reach, and success with 

quantifiable results to support it.”

.......................................................................................

..............................................

“
purchase is our specialty.“
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more important in an over-saturated

 market is incentive and reason to stock

The Screaming O over other brands.

We’ve positioned ourselves as the

leader in impulse sales – you might

even call us the experts. Impulse

and point of purchase is our

speciality, as you can see

from our merchandising and

marketing tools. They’re made

to sit right by the point of sale,

right next to the register without

taking up too much room. It

 makes it easier for sales staff to ask

shoppers if they’d like to give a Screa-

ming O a try – it’s right in front of their

faces – and with one look at the

 packaging, they know what the

 product is for and whether or not they want to give a try.

(And more often than not, they do!)

The Screaming O also has one of the most stringent quality

and testing requirements in the industry and work with

factories that utilise cleaner and more efficient production

methods so we can assure optimal quality control. We

even recently sent our crystal-clear SEBS and premium

 silicone to a chemical testing laboratory to further ensure

that the materials we use are the highest quality and safest

that consumers can find in our product category.

How do you support your distributors, and how do you

make sure that each one of them is successful with your

products in their individual territories?

Justin Ross: Our No. 1 goal is to help our supporting partners

maximise the return they make from allocating warehouse

space and sales resources to our products. We provide

distributors with detailed features and benefits for each

item, plus sales points and other collateral to help educate
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them and, in turn, help them educate their retailers. And

because our products are fast-moving, we also are prompt

and on-time with our shipments to assure every distributor

has Screaming O product in stock when they need it. 

Is the brand message of The Screaming O universal, or

do you need to adapt it to the conventions, preferences,

etc. in the individual markets?

Justin Ross: Fortunately, our core selling points are universal

and aren’t reserved for particular cultures. Screaming O

products are easy to use, fun to try, affordable to buy, and

perfect introductions to men and women trying sex toys

for the first time. Whether you speak German or live in rural

South Africa, these are important features to almost anyone

at any age, and our products’ simple designs and colourful

packaging make it easy to appeal to the mass-market

around the world. 

Are there plans for further activities in Europe (promotions,

POS activities, etc.) to increase the popularity of the The

Screaming O brand?

Justin Ross: All of our POS and promotional resources are

available to our international distributors, including custom

signage, planOgrams and decals. The Screaming O is a

colourful and visual brand, which translates easily in all re-

gions, and stores around the world appreciate the ongoing

support we provide with these complementary materials. 

Are you going to expand your distribution network any

further in the upcoming months? If so, which markets will

you be focussing on?

Justin Ross: As previously stated, we are always open to

and looking for new opportunities and any future new

 partnerships will be announced as soon as the ink dries.

We are actively looking, reviewing and analysing potential

distribution partners and will always consider those that fall

within our qualification standards.
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The Screaming O have strengthened their position in Europe

by entering into a collaboration with Tonga
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No one will dispute that Private is, was, and will always be one of the most well-

known brands in the market for pornographic content. Therefore, VPS Film Enter tainment

GmbH has every right to be proud of their latest coup as the German company acquired the

exclusive European distribution rights to the Private product catalogue. Andreas Kirchen told

us more about this distribution agreement – that has been in effect since the beginning of Ja-

nuary – in our EAN interview.

Of course, Private has been around for so long and has

been so successful that everybody in the erotic industry

knows this label. Still, I'd like to know: What does Private

stand for in your opinion?

Andreas Kirchen: First and foremost, Private is a brand

known not only to the industry but also to everybody who

ever watched porn. We have been trying to emphasise

the reputation of this brand in Germany for some years

now by presenting exclusive products at regular intervals.

We are also trying to ensure price continuity, aiming for pri-

ces that do justice to the brand and are fair to our custo-

mers.

What does this step mean for your company?

Andreas Kirchen: For a while, we feared it would mean

that we had to look for a bigger warehouse. With roughly

700,000 DVDs, we're getting closer and closer to the ceiling.

But by adding a pallet high-rack system to the traditional

shelf system, we now have enough space for 1,000,000

DVDs, so that should be enough for a little while longer.

What are your expectations regarding this distribution

agreement for the whole of Europe?

.................

Since the beginning of January, the

 entire DVD catalogue is available from

our warehouse in Konken, and we can supply

any trade member in the entire EU area.“ 

................................ 

“
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“VPS always delivers!“

I N T E R V I E W

Before we talk about the new distribution agreement

between VPS and Private, was 2014 a good year for

your company?

Andreas Kirchen: 2014 was filled with work, but also filled

with success. During these twelve months, we became the

exclusive distributor for many new products, among other

things sex toys and lingerie by MARC DORCEL.

How was the DVD market doing in 2014, and how will it be

doing in 2015?

Andreas Kirchen: Alas, DVD sales are still declining. If the

legislators don't finally put their foot down, I'm afraid this

downward trend will probably continue.

VPS has recently closed another big deal, becoming the

exclusive distributor of Private in Europe. How did this

 collaboration come about?

Andreas Kirchen: Actually, we had already been the

 exclusive distributor of Private in the German-speaking coun-

tries for exactly 20 years. But because we are supplying

customers all over Europe with DVDs nowadays, we deci-

ded that it would only be logical to take over the pan-

 European distribution for Private products. Since the

 beginning of January, their entire DVD catalogue is availa-

ble from our warehouse in Konken, Rhineland-

 Palatinate, and we deliver to any trade mem-

ber in the entire EU area.

Private is now available exclusively from VPS in Europe

exclusive
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Andreas Kirchen: We hope to pool our expertise and ex-

perience for mutual advantage. Private are among the

very best when it comes to producing content, and now

they can focus on that even more. VPS on the other hand

is a distribution specialist. If both parties keep doing 

what they're great at, this should be a long and 

successful  collaboration.

So VPS is the exclusive distributor of Private in all of Europe?

Andreas Kirchen: Yes. As the number of distributors is going

down across Europe, and given how fruitful our collabora-

tion had been so far, this decision only seemed logical. 

Is VPS looking for sub-distributors in certain territories? 

Andreas Kirchen: Well, there are still a few white spots on

the VPS map of Europe, so we are always interested in

hearing from potential international distribution partners.

Is VPS going to offer both, the back programme and the

new films? How much new content does Private release

per month?

Andreas Kirchen: At the moment, every month sees the

arrival of three to four new titles and one Private compilation.

And of course, there will still be back catalogue offers and

specials. Private has presented

more than
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1,000 products so far, and since most of them are still avai-

lable, we will make sure that the fans can enjoy this quality

back catalogue content. 

Marc Dorcel, GGG, Eromaxx, etc. - and now Private. 

Is VPS turning into a one-stop-shop distributor in the 

DVD  market?

Andreas Kirchen: It was never our goal to be a one-stop-

shop, and I don't think that's actually possible. With roughly

800 new releases a month, every distributor who tried to

offer everything would collapse before long.

You started distributing Private products across Europe at

the beginning of January. Would you mind telling us about

the feedback you received from the trade?

Andreas Kirchen: It was extremely positive! Now that some

stumbling blocks have been removed, all our customers

can look forward to reliable and continuous distribution of

the Private products.

The year is still young. Would you mind giving us a little

overview of what you have planned for 2015? Will you be

adding more labels?

Andreas Kirchen: At the moment, we are in talks with Ger-

man and European producers, so maybe we will take over

the distribution of their products. Moreover, we've had some

promising meetings at AVN in Las Vegas. You

can definitely look forward to a few

surprises. VPS always

delivers!

I N T E R V I E W
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Private is a well-established, instantly recognisable

brand  in the world of filmed adult entertainment

The shelves in the VPS warehouse in Konken

offer room for roughly 1,000,000 DVDs

.................

Because we are supplying customers

all over Europe with DVDs nowadays,

we decided that it would only be logical

to take over the pan-European

 distribution of Private products.“

................................ 

“
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On your homepage you describe your company

Sensuva as „dedicated toward helping men and

women live healthier and more passionate lives“. Could

you describe your products a bit to us?

Tony Santoro: We believe that sexuality is a normal,

 healthy, wonderful part of life. Creating products that

help couples connect better, enjoy their bodies, and

have a truly fulfilling love life is our passion.   

Our current product lines include:

Arousal and Enhancement Products

•   On Arousal Oil (3 different levels of intensity) & 

    Balm Natural Arousal for Her

•   On Ice Arousal Oil for Her (a new version of On 

    that creates a cooling sensation as opposed to

    the warming sensation of the original

•   On Powerglide, a powerful arousal gel for men 

•   2 long-term solution libido enhancers for men 

    and women called On Libido for Her and On Sex

    Drive for Him

•   Nip Zip Ice Cube Balm, to stimulate nipples
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Sexual health and wellness are trends that have been around for

quite a while now, but they are st i l l  as popular as ever. Therefore,

it  is extremely impor tant that the companies in this high-growth

segment not merely tread water, but actively work to expand

and improve their own product range. Running out of of fresh

ideas is a problem Tony Santoro has never had. His company,

Sensuva, launched more than a dozen new products in the

past few months alone, and the team doesn't  show any signs

of s lowing down or becoming predictable. In our EAN inter-

view, the President of Sensuva presents the latest addit ions to

the product range, and he also provides an outlook on the future

projects of the US company. One thing seems cer tain: Sensuva

wil l  keep turning heads in the market for sensual care products.

“W  e’ve been incredibly busy this 
        past year building our portfolio.”W“

    

    

A personal moisturizer line called Erosense, 

which includes six versions:

•   Erosense Water : Natural Water-based

•   Erosense Wave : Thick Water-based

•   Erosense Luxe : Premium Silicone Formula

•   Erosense Thicke : Ultra Thick Premium Silicone Formula

•   Erosense Sync : Healthy Hybrid Formula

•   Erosense Insane : Radically Stimulating Hybrid 

    Formula (this is seriously the strongest, most intense

    stimulating personal moisturizer in the market!)

All formulas are glycerin and paraben free, pH Ba-

lanced for a woman’s body and made with a com-

bination of natural, organic, and food-grade ingre-

dients. The line is excellent for people who typically

have sensitivities using other moisturizers. 

    

Our Erotic Cosmetics category includes:

Our (gender-friendly) pheromone-infused, uniquely

buzzing X ON The Lips, and X Gloss, plus two new

body shimmer products coming soon: Lust & Love

Kissable Diamond Dust and Bronzing Body Shimmer.

Tony Santoro answers our questions about the latest developments at Sensuva

exclusive

I N T E R V I E W
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Since our last interview in 2013 you

released a couple of new products.

What were the latest addition to

your portfolio?

Tony Santoro: We’ve been incredi-

bly busy this past year building 

our  portfolio. 

First of all, we are excited to say

there are three (soon to be four) new

versions of ON Arousal Oil for Her.

This past year we’ve added our Lite

formula (approximately 50% less in-

tense than the Original formula, and

Ultra (approximately 25% more in-

tense than the Original). The Original

is still our best seller because most

women find that formula perfect,

but at different times of the month

women may be more or less sensi-

tive, so a second version is handy.

Both have been doing very well so

far. We just released a cooling

 version of ON called ON Ice (the

 original creates a warming sensa-

tion).  This has been released in a

special foil package.  Also, we are

planning on adding a chocolate

flavoured version of ON Arousal Oil

in the spring. The scent alone will be

incredibly sensual, but we’ve also

done it because we’ve received

continuous feedback from custo-

mers saying that they use our arou-

sal oil during oral play to keep their

mouth wetter, and have fun apply-

ing to their partner orally.

We created an adorable mini kit with

our top 2 selling products called XO

Kisses & Orgasms Pleasure Kit. It has

a full size bottle of the Original ON

Arousal Oil for Her and a full-size

Strawberry X ON The Lips in a small

metal tin with our Kissing Guide. The

packaging has become a favourite

and the response to this kit has been

overwhelming.

We’ve recently added a section of

select Body Care products to our col-

lection that we will be greatly expan-

ding over the next year. Our focus

will be natural ingredients that are

healthy and hydrating to skin. Gentle

and natural preservatives like Tea Tree

Oil and Rosemary Oil will be used

instead of parabens and harmful

preservatives.  Our first introduction

to this line of body care products is

Me & You, an amazing luxury line of

pheromone-infused massage oils

and lotions with hyper-glide in them.

The hyper-glide includes silicone so

these oils and lotions last longer than

any massage products on the

 market, and greatly improve the

moisturising qualities of these oils and

lotions. The scents are sensual and

provocative. They are a rich,

 complex blend of fruits, florals, and

herbal aphrodisiacs. We currently

have five massage oils and two

body lotions in the Me & You col-

lection. We’ve also recently launched

our body-safe toy cleaner, Think

Clean Thoughts, made with gentle,

all-natural ingredients. The other new

section of products we’ve added is

our Flavoured Fun and Oral Play po-

tions. They include Sizzle Lips Edible

Warming Gel in three flavours, and

what we like to call our three pro-

ducts of Mass Satisfaction: Deeply

Love You Throat Relaxing Spray, Lic-

O-Licious Throat Coating Oral Delight

Gel (it coats the tongue and the

throat making deeper oral penetra-

tion possible, and creating a subtle

barrier between the tongue and se-

men). The third item in this trio is Han-

diPop Edible Massage Gel for a lon-

ger lasting handjob with a very sweet

oral finish! Each one of those comes

in three ridiculously delicious flavours. 

There are a lot of different products

on the market, promising to enhance

sexual pleasure. What sets your pro-

ducts apart from your competition?

T O N Y  S A N T O R O

.................

We pride ourselves

on using only the

best, healthiest, most

natural ingredients and

preservatives.”

................................ 

“
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Tony Santoro: Our products are not hype and false

marketing. We have a stellar reputation for making he-

althy products with natural ingredients that are incredibly

powerful and genuinely work! Our arousal products are

typically stronger than any other ones on the market

(just ask the users of ON Arousal Oil!) 

You say, that all your products are

„natural“. Without going into too

much technical details, can you tell

us, how they work, especially On for

Her and On for Him?

Tony Santoro: We pride ourselves on

using only the best, healthiest, most

natural ingredients and preservatives.

We want people to feel safe using

our products on and inside their

 bodies.  ON Arousal for Her is completely natural. It is a

blend of pure essential oils –similar to what you might

find in your kitchen. This powerful combination of natural

oils in the exact amounts we’ve chosen and processed

creates a type of neurological confusion that feels com-

pletely unique! It feels like the clitoris is pulsating and vi-

brating, which is extremely different than other arousal

products on the market (most simply warm and buzz).

Our formula happens to work perfectly for 99% of

 women, which is why it became the number one selling

arousal oil for women the first year

it launched. ON Power-

glide Arousal Gel for

Him is the male

counterpart to ON

Arousal Oil for Her. It

is blended with 5

 times the amount of

L-Arginine of other pro-

ducts, two types of

Niacin and powerful

aphrodisiacs that

respond specifically

to the male

anatomy.

There are

quite a

few desen-
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sitisers and significantly less arousal products on the

market for men, which makes Powerglide an essential

item for every retailer. It was created to dramatically

 increase a man’s sensitivity, blood flow and boost his

performance. From the feedback we’ve received, it is

frequently used as an enhancement for

manual stimulation (both with the hand

and with male masturbation toys). Arou-

sal gels are helpful with men who take

medication or may have diabetes. It is

great to use under condoms, so men

feel more sensation, or after a he looses

sensitivity from drinking a bit too much!

Some of your products are influencing

the hormone level. Are there cases 

in which you would advise against 

using your products? 

Tony Santoro: ON Libido and ON Sex Drive both include

herbal supplements that help men and women naturally

boost their want and desire to have sex. Both products

are what we consider a long-term solution for increasing

sex drive, and interest in sex (verses a quick topical fix).

Our products are safe and natural to use; similar to

 vitamin supplements. These two products are safe to

use, but if there are ever any questions or concerns

about the ingredients, we always suggest that users

contact their doctor for advice. 

Do you sell your products exclusively to the erotic trade

or are you aiming on the mainstream market as well?

Tony Santoro: Our primary market is the erotic trade,

although our products are more than suitable for

 mainstream because our packaging has a mainstream

crossover appeal.

How important is knowledgeable staff for selling your

products to the customers? Do you offer staff training

for interested retailers?

Tony Santoro: We really appreciate it when the staff is

knowledgeable about our products. There can be a lot

of competition in the arousal market and because our

products are so unique and have both healthy and

 effective differences that make a significant difference

to end consumers, having a staff that can pass that

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Creating products

that help couples

connect better, enjoy

their bodies, and have a

truly fulfilling love

life is our passion.”

................................ 

“
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 information through to customers is extremely helpful.

One of the things we have been so grateful for is hearing

how proud staff members have been to represent our

line when they realise the authentic benefits and diffe-

rences. They feel like they are genuinely helping people

because they believe in our products.  Yes, we offer

staff training for interested retailers.  

Do you offer promotional materials

for the stationary retail or banners

for homepages, to support your

products? Where can interested

retailers turn to to get them?

Tony Santoro: We are always wor-

king on new promotional materials.

In addition to free displays and tes-

ters, we have a comprehensive re-

tailer's support site with all of our

high and lower res product images, downloadable fly-

ers, and signage. We are also able to respond quickly

to the needs of retailers and distributors when they con-

tact our sales department. 

Which channels of distribution do you tap into to

 market your products? Where can your products 

be bought in Europe?

Tony Santoro: Since the beginning we have partnered

with retail chains and distributors throughout

Europe. Our products are available

all throughout Europe.  Our distri-

bution partners include Eropart-

ner, ABS, Dildos Assorted, Erotic

Wholesalers, and Nordiska.

Let's take a look into the fu-

ture: What can we expect

from Sensuva in 2015? Do you

currently have any new

 products in the making you

can tell us a bit about?

Tony Santoro: We are excited

to say that we have extraordi-

nary amount of new products

that will be available in the

 coming months! 
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In our Arousal and Wellness section we will be launching

two women’s products: G How I Adore You, a G-spot

Stimulation Cream that makes the G-spot more pro-

nounced and sensitive, and a vaginal rejuvenating and

shrink gel named Vivify. For men we have Bold, a minty

fresh delay gel that will help prolong performance.  And

we will have two exci-

ting anal products; Tush

Tingle Anal Stimulation

Gel, which will heighten

sensation and make

anal play more exci-

ting, and Happy Hiney

Anal Comfort Cream,

which helps to relax the

muscles and reduce

excess friction. 

In our Erotic Cosmetics section we will have two products;

Love & Luster Kissable Diamond Dust and Love & Luster

Bronzing Body Shimmer, both look amazing on every

skin tone and are perfect for accentuating all the right

curves.  Lastly, we will be adding quite a few items to

our Body Care section that are ALL pheromone-infu-

sed. They include three items in our classically scen-

ted men’s line called Hero 260 including; a pre-

mium talcum gel to keep him dry, a shaving

cream, and scented body mist. For women we

will have Smitten Kitten Shaving Cream (in three

scents), Flirtatious Body Mist (in three scents), Big

Flirt Sex Attractant (single scent. And

for couples Head Over Heels

Bubble Bath (in three scents). And

for those who have a foot fetish,

or just like play footsie, we will

have Flirty Feet Foot Polish Scrub

and Tingling Foot Massage

 Lotion, both in Sweet Peppermint.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Our products are not hype 

and false marketing. We have 

a stellar reputation for making 

healthy products with natural 

ingredients that are incredibly

powerful and genuinely work!”

................................ 

“
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On March 8 and 9,  Scala P layhouse wi l l  hos t  the i r  f i r s t  in -house show of  2015.  As  had

 al ready been the case at  prev ious events ,  there wi l l  be a special  theme running through

the  show.  Sab ine  K i rchne r  and  Maeg l i n  Ha r msen  f rom the  Sca la  marke t i ng  and

 communicat ions  depar tment  te l l  us  about  th i s  year ' s  mot to  and how th i s  theme wi l l  be

ref lected in  the showroom of  the Dutch d i s t r ibutor.  What  we learned f rom the two in  our

in ter v iew should whet  ever y  t rade member ' s  appet i te  fo r  the show in  A lmere.

“The best opportunity for us to meet 
our customers and suppliers face to face.”   

With every Scala house show, there is a different theme running through the

event. What can the trade members look forward to this March?

Sabine Kirchner: The theme of the upcoming Scala Fair on the 8th and 9th of

March will be ‘Let’s Misbehave’. This teasing theme will be reflected in various

aspects of the Scala Fair. For example, Scala Playhouse intends to

 misbehave by presenting scandalous offers and deals to our visitors. 

And how will this theme be reflected in the showroom?

Maeglin Harmsen: As with every edition of our Scala Fair, the showroom

in Almere will get a makeover to match the new theme. We are adding

a naughty touch to our interior and we will organise several events –

such as tantalising games – to encourage our visitors to misbehave a

little bit and have a chance to win some fantastic prizes. 

Last year, you shifted the in-house show to Sunday and Monday, and

the success of the event proved that this was a smart move. So will

Scala stick with the Sunday-Monday date? 

“Let's Misbehave” is the motto of the upcoming Scala Playhouse Fair 

exclusive
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“Our showroom will be full of inspiration for product presentation,

POS materials, and exciting new ways to creating a brand-experience.” Sabine Kirchner 
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Maeglin Harmsen: Yes we will. Just

as the previous edition, the two Scala

Fairs in 2015 will take place on

 Sunday and Monday, with our

spectacular Scala Fair Party on

 Sunday evening. 

Traditionally, many new products and

brands are presented at your spring

in-house shows. Could you maybe

give us an overview of all the new

and interesting things that await us

at the event?

Sabine Kirchner: We will be presen-

ting a range of new, exciting (gift)

boxes by TOYJOY Just For You. Our

TOYJOY Designer Edition range is also

adding two new pleasure givers, the

Hero and the Icon, both of them

 innovative couples rings. But these

are just a few of the great new pro-

ducts; visitors just have to come to

the fair to discover all the new items!

Scala always goes the extra mile 

to make sure their visitors are

 entertained; in the past, we have

had raffles, participative actions,

product presentations to show 

the trade how to sell the 

products, and even parties. 

What's the  programme for the

March show?

Sabine Kirchner: As stated earlier:

We will have several exciting prize

competitions and events during the

upcoming Scala Fair. On Sunday

evening, we will host a very special

Scala Party during which our Scala

team will take to the dance-floor 

to demonstrate our – sometimes 

very wooden – Dutch moves. Our

 showroom will be full of inspiration

for product presentation, POS-ma-

terials, and exciting new ways to

create a brand-experience. 

Two important elements of past

Scala house shows have been that

the visitors could meet the

 producers of the Scala-distribu-

ted brands, and that you

could pick up tons of spe-

cial offers in the Cash &

Carry area. Will that also

be the case in 2015?

Maeglin Harmsen: Yes

and yes! Most of our

 suppliers will attend the

Scala Fair to represent

their brands and display

new products. It will be a

great selection of

 suppliers, including Cali-

fornia Exotic Novelties,

Jimmyjane, Doc John-

son, NS Novelties, Pipedream,  We-

vibe, Swan, Male Edge, and

 Bathmate. We also have two new

suppliers present at this fair;

 Jimmyjane and Nanma, both of

whom will have a unique, new

booth in our showroom. Apart from

our third-party suppliers, our own

 lines - such as TOYJOY and Mae B –

will also be presented.

And of course we will host our

 famous Cash & Carry, where

 customers can find some amazing

deals. We expect items to sell very

S A B I N E  K I R C H N E R

M A E G L I N  H A R M S E N
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“Just as the previous edition, the two Scala Fairs in 2015 will take place on Sunday

and Monday, with our spectacular Scala Fair Party on Sunday evening. ” Maeglin Harmsen 

One of the fixtures of the Scala Fair: the Cash & Carry area
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quickly and advise our visitors to come early in

order so they don't miss out on these offers!

How much work is it to plan and organise a Scala  

in-house show, and how much time do you invest in these

events?

Sabine Kirchner: The preparations for each Scala Fair start

right after the previous edition which means that, for every

Scala Fair, we start planning six months in advance. There is a

lot of time and effort needed to organise these fairs, but we

don’t mind at all as we want to create the most amazing

 experience possible for our customers and suppliers! 

 

Scala house shows are always a great indicator of how the  European

erotic market develops. Based on the results of the past two events, do

you see any changes in the purchasing behaviour – maybe as a result of

economic developments, etc.?

Sabine Kirchner: Well, we have all seen the shift from a men-orientated to

a women-orientated approach. Women have become prime consumers of

erotic products, not just for themselves but also for their partners. Couples toys

have become more and more popular. For example, we are adding two new

couples rings to our TOYJOY Designer Edition to accommodate this trend. These

new ‘Hero’ and ‘Icon’ rings will be available in March. 

Of course, in-house trade shows also reflect the current situation of supply

and demand in the market – as could be seen when the DVD segment

 collapsed, for instance. Which trends will dominate at this year's Scala shows?

Sabine Kirchner: As we’ve just mentioned, we expect couples toys to be a

well-featured trend. Also, there is a trend for toys to become less and less 

life-like and more abstract and design-orientated. Jimmyjane, our exclusive

supplier, is a great example of this trend: Their quality designs are sleek, 

smooth, and  perfectly suit the needs of the fashionable, contemporary 21st

century  woman. 

A few years ago, most wholesalers had an in-house show at least once

a year. Today, the situation is different as many companies have turned

away from the concept. Scala, on the other hand, continues to

 organise two such events every year. Why?

Maeglin Harmsen: Every Scala Fair is the best opportunity for us to

meet our customers and suppliers face to face to personally

 discuss our working relationships and raise our glasses to a

 successful future. We work hard and it’s the perfect opportunity

to make new memories together. And this kind of personal

contact is worth all the time, effort, and investments that go

into organising each Scala Fair! 

I N T E R V I E W
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Before we talk about the developments in your

 company, I'd like to know your thoughts on the 

past year. Are you happy with 2014?

Eric Idema: 2014 was a special year for us. We mana-

ged to stay healthy, and we also had some growth

 targets ….but we grew so fast that we had already

 reached these targets already by the first of July!  We

did it great in both areas, B2B and B2C. We developed

and released a lot of new innovations; for example,

B2B clients have their own marketing dashboard now.

They can see what they bought from us, see trends,

see statistics from the year before, and they can in

which segment they are growing … that is important

 information that will help you when working with our

 partners in the future, allowing you to reach some goals

together. Big data will become more and more

 important in the next years.
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EDC had a highly successful  year in 2014, and to kick off  the new year, they decided to

optimise their  customer ser vice even fur ther.  Er ic Idema, the managing director of EDC

 In ternet  BV,  te l l s  us  more about  these s teps  and the company ' s  expans ion p lans  fo r

 Germany, Austr ia, and Switzer land in this EAN inter view.

“Just do it!”

What do you think: Which changes will the new year

bring for the erotic industry? 

Eric Idema: Sex toys that are connecting with your

 cellphone. 

How would you describe the current status of the adult

e-commerce trade? Is there still room for growth? 

Will Amazon continue to be a big stumbling block in

the road to success for the online retailers?

Eric Idema: There is definitely space for growth. More

and more people go shopping for adult products, I

think. There is always space for good and modern shops

and online stores. When they have good product

 managers and a professional customer service, 

there is space for growth. Online stores that always

 engage in price dumping on the other hand will get

into trouble one day ...

Even quicker: EDC Internet BV have sped up their delivery times once more 

.................

Quick delivery

is one of the

most important

things, I believe.”

................................ 

“
exclusive
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Focussing on healthy growth for his company:

Eric Idema, managing director of EDC Internet BV
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Your company offers world-class customer service. 

Is it true that you managed to speed up your delivery

times yet again?

Eric Idema: Yes, in January, we sped up our delivery

 times. If customers in Holland or Belgium place an

 order before 23.30, they will be receiving this order

the next day. 

How did you make sure that this ambitious plan could

be realised? How do your logistics partners meet these

goals?

Eric Idema: Do you know that slogan from Nike? Just

do it!

Was this also a reason why you ramped up the capacity

of your warehouse/logistics department to 200 parcels

per hour?

Eric Idema: This is one of the reasons we rebuilt our

 warehouse and logistics department. One reason was

that we have new goals for 2015 …to stay healthy 

and to grow. We copied our wholesale and drop -

shipping concept in Holland and now also do that in

Germany, Austria, and Switzerland under the name 

www.erotikgrosshandel.de. Same service as in Holland,

with connection to other shop partners, distribution via

DHL, UPS, and Fedex and DPD is coming. We think

 global, but we act local! So we started this branch of

our company in Hamburg.

How have your customers and the consumers

 responded to this step? Do they appreciate this 

special service?
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Eric Idema: Yes, they really like it, but it is too soon to tell

what exactly the growth is going to be. Within a 

few months, we will know! We want to be different 

and unique.

Let's take a look ahead: Is it possible to deliver orders

even quicker, or have you reached the end of the

 flagpole in that regard?

Eric Idema: Delivery on the same day is possible in

 Holland, but the prices for that are really expensive; 

we are discussing it at the moment.

In the perpetual competition for the customers' favour,

how important is quick delivery compared to other

aspects such as product range, price, easy order

 procedures, etc.?  

Eric Idema: Quick delivery is one of the most important

things, I believe. Of course, these other things are also

important: the product range, being a specialist in what

you do and telling everything about the product, offering

intuitive site design and making it easy to order products,

with easy order procedure and many delivery options

(the customer can choose delivery in the morning,

 delivery in the evening, the day of delivery, and the

 forwarding agent), and excellent customer service - 

if you all offer all of these things, the price doesn’t 

really matter!

We don’t want to be like the internet equivalent of a

 discounter store because this way, you will end up in a

dead end soon enough. But loyalty to your customers

is the way to be successful in the long term. 

What are your goals for 2015? What will be your focus,

which changes and/or optimisation procedures 

are planned?

Eric Idema: Our focus is to stay healthy and to grow.

We will also continue to work hard and do our best for

the customers. We have a lot of  ideas we are working

on at the moment. We are connecting more Shop -

software partners at the moment. And we are develo-

ping new own brands: We will start with Easyglide, 

a nice lubricant line, and we will also introduce our own

toy line. And last but not least, we will have something

really new this year. All I can tell you at the moment is

that we will be the first to offer this 
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With improvements in warehousing and logistics,

the company is well-prepared for quicker delivery times
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Hi Deborah. You are the Founder and CEO of

 Passionate Playground and have just 

released your first product, the Joyboxx®. What can

you tell us about it?

Deborah Semer: I am an avid sex toy user. One day I

had an “ah-ha” moment that no such

product existed in the exploding

multi-billion dollar  global adult

retail industry, so I designed

a safe place for consumers

to have a real storage

 solution to protect their plea-

sure products. Sometimes

thinking “inside the box” can

be revolutionary! Joyboxx®

with Playtray™ is the

world’s first  patent-

pending, hygienic

adult toy storage

system. It was

speci f ica l ly

designed to

protect toys,

108

More and more customers don't  just  think of the fun aspect when they go shopping for a

sex toy; the health aspect is  also becoming more and more impor tant to the buyers.  Whi le

v i r tual ly  ever y erot ic product  i s  made f rom body-safe mater ia ls  these days,  only  few

 manufacturers have thought about what happens to their  products once they have been

used. There is  a number of special toy cleaners,  but where to keep the toy? Since most

people s imply put i t  in their  bed stand, there is  def ini tely a gap here. And Passionate

 Playground want to f i l l  this gap with their  Joyboxx. The company from Seatt le is  def ini tely

off  to a good star t .  At the Sexual Health Expo, the Joyboxx was nominated in the category

“Best Sexual Health Product“,  and on top of that,  Passionate Playground has found a brand

ambassador in enter tainer and former adult  star Lexi  Love. The founder of the company,

Deborah Semer, talked with EAN about the r ight storage of sex toys, and about the plans

she has for the future of Passionate Playground.

“Sometimes thinking 
`inside the box´ can be revolutionary!”

furniture and people, before, during and after sexual

play. The response has been fantastic. Consumers,

manufacturers and retailers are all saying the same

thing, “Finally, this is exactly what we need!”  

The response to Playtray just by itself is also very exciting

as people realise that a problem has been solved…

where to put a used sex toy or a bottle of lube, that

moment after use, and you want to relax, and not put

it on the ground or the furniture. 

I could imagine, that most women and men who own

a sex toy just stored their toys in the bedroom drawers.

Why would they need your box for it now?

Deborah Semer: True, people have to find their own

way to store their sex toys. That is exactly why I developed

Joyboxx, to solve the storage problem.  No one stores

their toothbrush in their sock after they use it…so it is the

same with sex toys. People are spending hundreds of

dollars for high quality pleasure products that go inside

their bodies, so why store them in an unsanitary and

unprotected place? Drawers collect dust, lint, hair and

bacteria, moulds and more that attach to sex toys.

 Products made with PVC (Vinyl) or other materials, may

Deborah Semer on Joyboxx

exclusive
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Deborah Semer,

inventress of the Joyboxx
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break down high quality toys or create a “chemical

meltdown” and cause a burning sensation. Most people

don’t take the time to “prewash” their toys before use,

because it ruins the moment. Plus, most furniture drawers

do not lock, so if you have children or flat mates, security

is a concern.

Do you think there is a deficit in customer knowledge

about the hygienic storage of sex toys right now? 

How do you plan to create customer awareness for

this problem?

Deborah Semer: Yes there is a large deficit. We must

address the cleanliness of our adult ‘toys’ with the same

passion that we use them.  Finally here’s the product

that all consumers need to address this void. Studies

show that 20% of men and 14% of women report never

cleaning their toys. We believe that number is much

higher, because who really wants to admit they don’t

clean their sex toys?  

We have a multi-prong plan to create customer and

retailer awareness.  

Work with retailers and distributors to capture the sales

opportunity to educate and upsell Joyboxx & Playtray

along with toy cleaner, condoms, wipes and other

 sexual health products.
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Multi-media education via www.joyboxx.com and social

media sites.  We can’t wait to make a fun video about

the issue.  We invite any creative minds out there to

send us their video ideas about hygiene and storage.

Connect with bloggers, educators, retailers and events

like the Sexual Health Expo that are already doing a

great job with education and information about sexual

health and wellness

Which features does your box have? What makes it

especially suited for storing sex toys?

Deborah Semer: Joyboxx is so much more than a box,

it’s a system to use before, during and after sexual play

and for long-term sex toy storage. There are many

 innovative features in the patent pending design not

available in any storage box in the world.  

Hygienic Plastic:  Joyboxx is made with dishwasher safe,

polypropylene (PP), a recyclable plastic used in most

food product packaging such as yoghurt containers.

PP is BPA, PVC and phthalate-free. Most plastic storage

bins “smell funny” but PP is odourless so it won’t “off-gas”

into sex toys or cause a chemical meltdown with sex

toy materials. 

Antimicrobial:  We incorporated an antimicrobial addi-

tive into the plastic during manufacturing so it won’t
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Deborah Semer and Elcke Wieffering of EroPartner, who distribute the Joyboxx in Europe
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wash off, like the spray on types used in fabric bags.

This type of antimicrobial additive is commonly used

on children’s products and steering wheels. Body fluids,

moulds, fungus, bacteria and more will not grow inside,

outside, or on Joyboxx or on the parts of toys that are in

contact with it. It is important to note while we have

 given consumers the most protection possible, Joyboxx

and Playtray are not “self-cleaning” - users still need to

practice good hygiene and clean their toys. 

Ventilation: Additionally, to facilitate moisture evapora-

tion, there are 10 hidden ventilation holes and one

larger hole. 

Toy Charging: One of the most exciting features is the

USB/AC sized charging hole in the back of Joyboxx.

Now your toys don’t have to sit out in the open where

someone will see or collect dust while charging. 

Quiet slider locking system/handle: The slider lock is decei-

vingly simple. It only opens while moved to the far right on

the lid “tooth”. It is locked once it slides to the left. For

100% security we included a low profile mini combination

lock that hangs discreetly in front and is easy to put on

with one hand. For people with children or room mates,

having a quiet opening can be important. The slider is

also removable to clean or change colours. Additionally

the entire slider rail can be grabbed as a handle.  
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Playtray: Inside Joyboxx is the innovative

Playtray, a removable divider that gives

consumers a place to rest, transport, clean,

dry, and organise their favourite toys from

the first moments of passion to the last. No

more stains on furniture! 

Small compartment: Stop “buzz-kill!” The

 Joyboxx features an easy access top

 compartment for smaller lightweight items such as

condoms, lube, batteries, lip balm or mints and will

fit into a nightstand. No more searching in the

dark when things heat up.

Are you aiming at everybody who owns a sex toy

as your target customer, or do you have a more specific

group within this audience in mind?

Deborah Semer: Yes, Joyboxx is designed for everyone!

Half of our customers are male and they are from every

age group and sexual orientation. That is why we put

“Everyone has a #joyface!” on the bottom of the

 packaging. Just like a mobile phone needs a case,

every toy needs protection.  

We designed the first bed stand size around the average

product owner, who has several larger products,

 lubrication, condoms, batteries and a charger. More

specifically we designed around the masturbation tool

Fleshlight® and the large Feeldoe®, a dual dildo by

Tantus. The small “easy access” top compartment was

designed to fit the JO® small bottle of lubrication and

the Lelo small vibrator Siri®, condoms & batteries. 

The design is meant to blend in to the home environ-

ment, not stick out like a shiny box or flashy cheetah

print pillow. It is the sexiest and most sophisticated we

could make plastic look by applying a matte finish.

There are no sharp edges, it’s curvy and subtly mimics

the body.  

The Joyboxx colours were selected by industry buyers

and our IndieGogo customers - matte black with a

 purple slider and dark purple with a black slider. 

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

No one stores their toothbrush in

their sock after they use it…

so it is the same with sex toys.”

................................ 
“

The Joyboxx and the Playtray make for

a professional storage system
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Through our website, you can customise the slider and

have all black or all purple.  We plan on expanding the

line of colours available and have a limited edition

black with a red slider available. Red is going to be in

demand when Fifty Shades of Grey’s “Red Room” is

 revealed in the movie. This is also a popular colour

combination with the kink community.  

How big is the Joyboxx? Is it designed to store multiple

items at once?

Deborah Semer: It fits in most bed stand drawers, exte-

rior dimensions are: And fits most large toys. Interior di-

mensions are: 28.7 cm L x 14 cm W x 11 cm H. The top

compartment is for lightweight items and fits, a small

bottle of lube, condoms, batteries or a small vibrator.

Besides the Joyboxx you also offer the Playtray. What is

this product and what are its benefits? 

Deborah Semer: Joyboxx is more than a box, it’s a well

thought out system to use during play. That’s why it

 comes with Playtray – an innovative sex toy

coaster/wash/dry rack all in one, for that critical moment

after using your toy and you need a place to set it. 

It protects furniture and the toy! Then carry it to the sink

on Playtray to wash and air dry or put back into Joyboxx

where the ventilation will help moisture evaporate. 

Or leave it out or put it back dirty and wash it later – the

antimicrobial agent in the BPA, PVC, Phthalate free

 plastic will help prevent any microbe growth (bacteria,

mould, fungus, virus). Playtray sits inside the Joyboxx on

the “fluid barrier rail” vertically to use as an internal toy

organiser/separator so silicones don’t touch. Or lie flat

to charge a toy on through the USB toy charging/

ventilation hole in the back. Playtray is great for multiple

toy users or just a condom or lube. Our tag line is 

“PLAY ON!”

Where can the Joyboxx be bought in Europe? 

Who can interested retailers turn to if they want to pick

up the Joyboxx?

Deborah Semer: Currently European sales are through

our website, but we are partnering with EroPartner to bring

Joyboxx to Europe in the next month and are very excited

to work with this excellent company. www.eropartner.com/  

We are also excited to work with Lovehoney in the UK

and the Love Group is our exclusive distributor in

 Australia/New Zealand. 

Are you planning on working together with toy

 manufacturers to create boxes for particular sex toys?

Deborah Semer: Yes. We have already partnered with

Orgasmatronics and next are partnering with the

 “Semenette®” next for their IndieGogo campaign. We

are in talks with other manufacturers that we had in mind

when developing Joyboxx to include their logo or a 

custom colour, without compromising the discreet look

of Joyboxx.

Are you planning on continuing this line of products? 

For example creating more Joyboxxes in different sizes,

bags for storage etc.?

Deborah Semer: Yes! The individual travel size, large

 under the bed and rolling cases, new designs, patterns

colours, private labelling opportunities and a higher end

box with UV light or other sanitation technologies are part

of the plan as well as other accessories. Passionate

 Playground is dedicated to shaping the future of sexual

health and wellness by creating safe products for

 passionate people. We have plans to expand into other

hygiene markets such as travel. The Playtray is an

 extremely useful accessory for your toothbrush, razor and

cell phone when you are travelling and don’t want to set

them down on questionable surfaces. 

The Playtray is where you can put your

toys after you've used them

The Playtray also makes it

easier to clean toys
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Silconesexdolls.net is specialised

in producing and selling ex-

tremely lifelike Sexdolls. Could

you tell us a bit about your

company? 

Kristel Cracco: Our com-

pany is a small, 100% fa-

mily-owned company. Our

intention is to offer to those

who are looking for the com-

pany of a silicone sex doll, all

the products and support they

could possibly need. We have noti-

ced that a silicone sex doll is considered

more than just a sex toy by many people; in some

cases the doll becomes an object that keeps them

company. 

Since when have you been in this market, and how

did you come to this line of work?

Kristel Cracco: Our company was born three years

ago, when we started selling sex toys and clothing 

of a sexual nature. Subsequently, our own customers

started asking for silicone dolls and we realised 

that there was a gap in the market and that our 
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Eroticism and sex have a lot to do with fantasies. I f  you want to get these fantasies out of

your head and make them a reality, maybe a visit to si l iconesexdolls.net wil l  help. Not only

does the Spanish company offer a collection of prefabricated sex dolls, but they also create

customised dolls that meet the customer's ideas to a T. EAN asked the owner of the company

for an interview, and Kristel Cracco told us about the various fantasies made si l icone that

her company offers. Of course, we also talked about the qualit ies of her special dolls.

“Your fantasy sex 
doll can be made.”

company could fill this gap and

meet the needs of many people.

I imagine it's a rather com-

plex process to create a

full-sized and lifelike doll.

What does this process

look like? Are the dolls

hand-crafted?

Kristel Cracco: All the dolls'

bodies and faces are desig-

ned by professional sculptors

and stylists. Only the most accom-

plished doll will become our final pro-

duct. The dolls are 100% hand-made: The process

begins with choosing the skeleton that corresponds

to the type of doll that will be made. These skeletons

are  entirety articulated, which enables the doll to take

all kinds of positions. Then the skeleton is placed in a

mould, and the silicone is poured over it to adopt

the shape of the doll. Once the silicone is dried, the

mould is removed and the painting procedure and

make-up of the body and face of the doll can be

completed by professional cosmeticians. At that

point, we add the different accessories such as nails,

Kristel Cracco talks about custom-made dolls

exclusive
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Kristel Cracco and Jose Carlos Izquierdo

Moreno run the Spanish company
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eye lashes, eyes, etc. Note that the moulds are sculp-

ted by artists who can lend expression and realism to

our luxury sex dolls and that these dolls are made by

craftsmen who have  specialised 

in silicone.

What kinds of models do you offer

and how do they differ?

Kristel Cracco: The range is great

and varied. You can choose the

type of silicone, face type, height,

breast size, ass size, colour of skin,

nail colour, hair colour, eye 

colour, etc...

Is there a model that you would consider your best-

seller? Why are some models especially appealing

to your customers?

Kristel Cracco: Yes, we have a model called Rita

that is one of the top-selling dolls; it has a height of

135 cm, a lightly tanned skin tone with abundant

chest and ass. A very exuberant woman, one might

say. There is another model with long elf ears that

also has a lot of fans, and then there is our luxury doll

called Nicole with silicone teeth. Our customers like

the idea of kissing a silicone sex doll with teeth cause

they tell me that it gives them a more realistic feeling

while kissing.

Apart from your ”standard“ models,

you also offer customised dolls.

Which options can the customer

choose from? Could you create his

fantasy-woman?

Kristel Cracco: Yes. We have already

launched such projects. Your fantasy

sex doll can be made. With only

need a few pictures (front, profile,

etc.), and we can make a copy of  whoever you

want (ex-girlfriend, ex-wife, neighbour, …) the  doll

would be made with a 90% similarity regarding hair

colour, eyes, skin, etc...

Do you work with other shops on the internet or in

stationary retail? Where can interested retailers turn

to if they want to offer your products to their custo-

mers?

Kristel Cracco: Our products are distributed to  the

customers or to retailers of  physical and online shops

in Europe and USA.  If there are questions regarding

.................

All the dolls' bodies

and faces are designed

by professional sculptors

and stylists. Only the most

accomplished doll will

 become our final product.”

................................ 

“

The dolls can be personalised according

to the customer's wishes
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our range, you may contact us at the email address of

our web store (www.siliconesexdolls.net).

Where is your company based

and which regions do you supply?

Can they be bought in Europe?

Kristel Cracco: Our company is lo-

cated in the South of Spain, just 15

km from Marbella, and the com-

panies are distributed to everyone

who wants them. We have sold our

dolls as far away as Australia and

Japan, but most of our customers

are in Germany and USA.

Drawing from your experience,

how would you describe the typi-

cal sex-doll buyer in regard to age,

income etc?

Kristel Cracco: The type is varied, but generally, we

can say that most of our customers are men. We also

have many women and even couples of a high or

very high economic and cultural level, aged 40 to 80

years: friendly people, gentle, and very sensitive.

The most basic model in your portfolio still costs more

than $1000, going up to well over $3000. That's a lot

120 

of money for something that, at the end of the day, is

still a sex toy. What makes your customers spend this

amount of money on your pro-

duct? What makes these dolls so

special to them?

Kristel Cracco: Although it is an

expensive product, I have to

point out that in the segment of

silicone sex dolls, we have the

best quality-price ratio, and the

secret that makes this product

such a special product is that the

vast majority of our customers do

not conceive their dolls as a sex

toy but as someone who waits

for them when they return home

from work.

Do you have any plans to further advance your business

in the future, like new models or technical additions

like vibrations?

Kristel Cracco: We are constantly searching for new

ideas and updates to improve the functionality of our

dolls. We think that in the future, these dolls will be very

similar to a person, and our goal is to try to give our

dolls personality and abilities to cover all the needs of

our customers.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

Yes. We have already

launched such projects.

Your fantasy sex doll can be

made. With only need a few

pictures (front, profile, etc.),

and we can make a copy of

whoever you want (ex-girl-

friend, ex-wife, neighbor, …)

the  doll would be made with a

90% similarity regarding hair

colour, eyes, skin, etc...”

................................ 

“

All models are hand-crafted

and hand-painted
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What could be the most terrible question we could

ask you to start this interview?

Emma Podmore: I thought you were coming up with this?! 

What was your childhood ambition? 

Emma Podmore: I wanted to be a magazine editor. 

I used to make endless ‘magazines’ out of paper folded

and stapled together. I’d write all the copy, make reader

puzzles from scratch, cut out catalogue images and stick

them in, and even added a free gift on the front! 

How did you get into the love toy industry? 

Emma Podmore: Completely by accident. I was off work

for a while after I had broken my leg playing Roller Derby,

and also wanted a career change, so I decided to use

the time to look for something new. A marketing job pop-

ped up online for a company nearby and it was only after

I did a background check on the company that I realised

just what they were selling! A day later I was sat in a show-

room, surrounded by dildos and butt plugs, having an in-

terview. Needless to say, they must’ve warmed to me

pretty quickly as they hired me the same day! 

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be 

doing now? 
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Emma Podmore  knows  eve r y  Wh i tney

 Hous ton  song,  she  has  a  ve r y  pecu l ia r

neighbour,  and one day,  she wi l l  te l l  many

funny s tor ies  about  the erot ic  indust r y  to

her  grandchi ldren.  Oh,  and she had a t rau-

matic experience involving l iquorice. Would

you l ike to know more? Then you 've come

to the r ight  place. Th is  Monthly Mayhem is

chock-fu l l  of  interest ing informat ion about

the PR & Market ing Manager of  the Br i t i sh

dis t r ibutor  Net1on1.

Emma Podmore: Probably stuck in a dull industry, working

with equally dull people. The adult industry has definitely

gained me many stories for the grandkids....when they’re

over 18 mind you! 

What was the biggest step in your career? 

Emma Podmore: Since starting at Net1on1 I’ve been very

privileged to move from executive level to a manager in

a short space of time, taking on lots of responsibility at a

fast pace and thriving as a result. It’s given me a lot more

confidence as a result, not to mention been a steep lear-

ning curve. So while it might seem like a simple step up on

paper, it’s meant a lot to me professionally.

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time? 

Emma Podmore: Married and with kids at the very least!

But that won’t stop me being driven to want better for my-

self professionally. If I don’t end up remaining within the in-

dustry, then I’d love my own little creative business, selling

hand-made products. That’s always been a dream.

How do you envisage the future of the love toy industry? 

Emma Podmore: Becoming as commonplace as any

other consumer market. It’s already come on leaps and

bounds in the past ten years. We’re now seeing the rise

exclusive
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Emma Podmore
Questions & Answers 
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of entire sex toy brands rather than

just ad-hoc products, massive

 investments being made in re-

search and development, and the-

re’s now even a cross-over from

adult to  health and wellbeing for-

ming with the rise of wearable tech

toys. It’s already happening...

What is your idea of a perfect 

working day? 

Emma Podmore: An inbox full of

emails from industry pals, good tu-

nes on the radio, a good supply of

tea and biscuits, a to-do list with lots

crossed out on it, and the arrival 

of a copy of EAN magazine on 

my desk!

How do you relax after work? 

Emma Podmore: If it’s after payday,

then chances are a tasty dinner 

out with the other half is on the

cards! If not, the image of a hot

bath, a good book and a mug of

hot  chocolate looms in my mind on

the drive home. 

Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Emma Podmore: She’s no longer

with us, but my Oma (Granny), Erika.

She was a constant inspiration and

driving force in my life, right up until

her passing. She survived WWII in Ber-

lin and ended up living in the UK

and marrying an English soldier. The

things she saw and dealt with, the

struggles she overcame and her all-

round resilience was always awe in-

spiring to me. She never took any

cr*p from anyone, and taught me

not to either. She also had a 

wicked sense of  humour, I miss her

very much.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone. Who’s

the lucky winner? 

Emma Podmore: Call me soppy, but

my other half Alex. He’s been such a

supportive and loving partner in crime

the past year or so. He’s helped me

grow a lot as a person (both in body

and spirit, he loves to cook!!) and I look

forward to marrying him in 2016! Pretty

sure he’ll need the medal more towards

the end of our life together though! Ha!

Which personal success are you

proud of? 

Emma Podmore: Sticking at my stu-

dies and clutching that scroll at my

graduation a few years ago. Sure a

lot of people graduate nowadays,

but mine came with a lot of personal

struggles, so every now and then I like

to pat myself on the back for being

committed and achieving something

that big. It’s definitely set the tone for

the rest of my life.

What do you particularly like about

yourself? 

Emma Podmore: I can tell you what I

don’t like, and that’s talking about

what I like about myself! I don’t

know...perhaps that I don’t take myself

too seriously?

Which vice could you never forgive? 

Emma Podmore: Cake. I realised that

I wasn’t destined to be a catwalk mo-

del a long time ago.

What song do you sing in the shower? 

Emma Podmore: Whitney Houston’s

entire back catalogue. 

Who would you never ever like to 

see naked?

Emma Podmore: My next door

neighbour. He weirds me out

enough as it is, if he was naked on

top of that, that’d be it. I’d have to

move...that same day!

With whom would you like to go to

the cinema and what film would 

you watch? 

Emma Podmore: If it was with

anyone, it’d be with film director Wes

Anderson, to see one of his films. I

could pick his brains as to how he

thought of all the crazy and quirky

things he puts into his works and why.

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go? 

Emma Podmore: Canada. Love the

place and the people to bits.

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island? 

Emma Podmore: Sun lotion (I burn

easily), a polaroid camera, and a

 volleyball..... WIIIILLSSSOOOOONNN!!

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be? 

Emma Podmore: Stephen Hawking.

I want to know what it’s like to have

mind like his.

Is there anything you would never 

do again? 

Emma Podmore: Eat Liquorice All-

sorts sweets. I ate them once as a

child and vomited all over the 

back of the car seat in front of me. 

Never again.

Do you have some good advice

you want to share with our readers? 

Emma Podmore: Be authentic. In

everything that you do. 

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M
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